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Chairman Garrett, Vice Chairman Hurt, Ranking Member Maloney and Members of the
House Financial Services Committee:
My name is Tim Bartl, and on behalf of the Center On Executive Compensation, I am
pleased to provide our views on the role, influence and impact of proxy advisory firms.
These issues have been a top concern of the Center’s for several years, and led to the
Center’s publication in January 2011 of a white paper, “A Call for Change in the Proxy
Advisory Industry Status Quo: The Case for Greater Accountability and Oversight.” We
used the paper to begin a dialog on these issues both with the proxy advisory firms and
more importantly, several leading institutional investors. My comments today reinforce
many of the findings and recommendations in the paper and are punctuated by recent
examples of why proxy advisory firm accountability and oversight deserve this
Subcommittee’s attention as well as the SEC’s. I would ask that the complete paper be
inserted into the record as part of this hearing.
The Center On Executive Compensation is a research and advocacy organization that
seeks to provide a principles-based approach to executive compensation policy. The
Center is a division of HR Policy Association, which represents the chief human resource
officers of over 340 large companies, and the Center’s more than 100 subscribing
companies are HR Policy members that represent a broad cross-section of industries.
Because chief human resource officers support the compensation committee chair with
respect to executive compensation and related governance matters, and many are
involved in engaging with institutional investors, we believe that our Subscribers’ views
can be particularly helpful in understanding proxy advisory firm influence and the
positive impact regulatory oversight had in 2012.
I. The Role of Proxy Advisory Firms
Proxy advisory firms fill an important role for institutional investors. As the share
of institutional investor ownership has grown from roughly 46 percent in 1987 to over 75
percent today, 1 the volume of proxy votes which investors are responsible for casting has
grown into the billions. In order to assist them in fulfilling their fiduciary duty to vote
their proxies in the best interests of their clients, most institutional investors retain the
services of Institutional Shareholder Services (“ISS”), the largest proxy advisory firm, or
Glass Lewis & Co., the other major proxy advisory firm. Together, these firms cover
about 97 percent of the U.S. market for proxy advisory firm services.2
Both ISS and Glass Lewis provide proxy voting research and analysis and make
voting recommendations to their clients. Both companies provide an electronic proxy
voting platform in which investors can instruct advisors on how they want their votes cast
and the proxy advisory firms will execute the votes on investors’ behalf. Both allow
investors to customize their standardized proxy voting guidelines. ISS will also
determine votes for its clients, and, based on ISS comments and anecdotal experience
from our Subscribers, many medium and smaller investors delegate their proxy voting
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duties directly to ISS, following the ISS standard proxy voting guidelines. Glass Lewis
does not determine votes on behalf of its clients, but is also less forthcoming about its
voting policies and their application.
As discussed in detail below, while most investors take their proxy voting
responsibilities seriously, the delegation of proxy voting analysis to ISS and Glass Lewis
inserts a significant opportunity for influence over the proxy voting system. Many
institutional investors do not view proxy voting as enhancing returns for their clients.
This leads to cost pressures on the proxy advisors and impacts the quality of their
analyses. This led one commentator, Charles Nathan, then of Latham and Watkins, to
observe:
The effectiveness of this model rests on the assumption that voting decisions can
be delegated to specialists and third-party proxy advisors so as to fulfill the
institution’s fiduciary duties without imposing undue costs on the institution. It
is not clear, however, that the parallel voting universe that has evolved over the
past 25 years successfully discharges institutional investors’ fiduciary duties of
due care and loyalty.3

The lack of sufficient resources on the part of the proxy advisors leads to a checkthe-box mentality, driven in part by the desire of investors to have a uniform, condensed
version of corporate pay disclosures, even though pay programs are individualized,
complex and lengthy. The speed with which proxy advisors must analyze 100-page
proxies, combined with the aforementioned lack of resources, leads to errors,
inaccuracies or questionable characterizations. The system belies the reality that pay
programs are nuanced and strive to link directly with corporate strategy. To understand
and summarize them well requires time, resources and diligence. The irony is that issuers
are responsible for ensuring the accuracy of proxy advisory firm reports, even though
proxy advisory firms are supposed to be the experts providing information that investors
rely on to execute a fiduciary duty. This calls into question the legitimacy of the model,
or at least its effectiveness, given that only large companies have the opportunity to
review a draft report, and then only from ISS.
Policy Setting: Is It Truly a Reflection of Investor Clients’ Views?
Of the two major proxy advisory firms, ISS has by far the clearest and most
transparent policy development process. However, the process ISS follows to develop
and refine the policies by which it analyzes thousands of company proxies involves a
survey which is often relied on in making changes that typically does not have robust
investor involvement. Last year’s survey, conducted from July 24 to August 31, and
incorporated feedback from only 97 institutional investors and 273 corporate issuers.4
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ISS notes that in addition to the survey, its Policy Board incorporates input from
“roundtables with industry groups and ongoing feedback during proxy season” as well as
informal discussions. 5 This was clearly the case in 2012, which is an encouraging sign.
However, in discussions with institutional investors over the past year, certain ones have
raised concerns about aspects of ISS’s analyses which have not been changed. This
demonstrates that there is still room for further consultation with all interested parties. A
major example of a disconnect and its subsequent resolution—the selection of peer groups
for the purpose of comparing pay and performance in 2012— appears to have been one
turning point in the process and is discussed later in these comments.
Although analyses by proxy advisory firms has improved in recent years, the overall
concerns remain with the policies through which proxy advisory firms exert significant
influence over proxy voting and executive compensation and governance best practices.
The SEC’s Concept release on the proxy advisory system took a positive step to review
concerns with proxy advisory firm practices, but with other rulemaking priorities likely to
take priority, further legislative and regulatory oversight is in order.
II. Proxy Advisory Firm Influence
Both academic research and experience demonstrate that proxy advisory firms have
significant influence over the proxy votes cast by institutional investors and over the
compensation practices adopted by companies. This is a concern because unlike
directors or institutional investors, proxy advisory firms have no economic interest in the
company for which they are making recommendations. This removes the consequences
of an inaccurate or incorrect recommendation from the recommendation itself.
Influence of Proxy Advisory Firms Over Proxy Votes. Several research reports and
academic studies have catalogued the influence of proxy advisory firm recommendations
on shareholder votes. For example:
•

ISS clients typically control 20 to 30 percent of a midcap to large cap
company’s outstanding shares, while Glass Lewis clients typically control 5 to
10 percent, according to Innisfree MA. 6

•

Opposition by a proxy advisor resulted in a “20% increase in negative votes
cast” according to a 2012 study by David F. Larcker, Allan L. McCall and
Gaizka Ormazabal.7
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•

An academic study found that a negative vote recommendation by ISS on a
management proposal resulted in a reduction in affirmative votes by 13.6
percent to 20.6 percent.8

One of the most notable changes in proxy votes over the last three years has been the
introduction of annual nonbinding votes on executive compensation. The Larcker
research mentioned above found that among 2,008 firms in the Russell 3000, “firms that
received a negative recommendation by ISS (Glass Lewis) obtained an average 68.68%
(76.18%) voting support in SOP proposals. In contrast, firms that did not receive a
negative recommendation from ISS (GL) obtained an average of 93.4% (93.7%) support
in those proposals.” 9
The Larcker research is generally consistent with Center research. As of May 31,
2013, S&P 500 companies holding say on pay votes which experienced a change in
recommendation from “For” in 2012 to “Against” in 2013 experienced a decrease in
support of 26.4 percent, while companies receiving a positive recommendation received
93 percent approval on average. This is nearly identical to the results from the complete
2012 proxy season. The data shows a strong link between the ISS recommendation and
the resulting votes.
Influence of ISS Voting Policies on Corporate Executive Compensation Programs.
The voting results do not fully capture changes that companies make to their
compensation policies in order to “score” better under proxy voting policies, particularly
those of ISS. In a 2010 survey conducted by the Center and HR Policy Association, 54
percent of respondents said they had changed or adopted a compensation plan, policy or
practice in the past three years primarily to meet the standard of a proxy advisory firm. A
2012 survey by the Conference Board, NASDAQ and the Stanford University Rock
Center for Corporate Governance found that over 70 percent of directors and executive
officers stated that their compensation programs were influenced by proxy advisory firm
policies or guidelines.10
The Larcker research also looked at the impact of these preemptive changes on the
risk-adjusted return investors earned after such changes by analyzing companies that
announced compensation changes prior to the say on pay vote in an 8-K filing. The study
found that “the average risk-adjusted return on the 8-K filing date is a statistically
significant -0.42%.11 Moreover, this effect is unique to 8-K changes in the time period
before [the say on pay vote] and similar results are not observed for earlier time
periods.”12 Based on this research, excessive focus on the recommendations of proxy
advisors not only appears detrimental to share price, it is likely moving companies away
from sound pay for performance strategies, as discussed below.
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Example of the Negative Impacts of Proxy Advisory Firm Influence in Light of Say on
Pay. Prior to say on pay taking effect, there was significant concern about the influence
of proxy advisory firms in combination with the say on pay vote around the time say on
pay was passed. For example, former TIAA-CREF General Counsel and current
Chairman of Governance for Owners USA Inc., Peter Clapman, indicated “the inevitable
consequence [of adopting say on pay] would be to transfer considerable discretionary
power over individual company compensation practices to the proxy advisory firms. I
question that such an approach will serve the long-term best interests of shareholders.”
Likewise, Columbia Law Professor Jeffrey Gordon indicated that “the burden of annual
voting would lead investors, particularly institutional investors, to farm out evaluation of
most pay plans to a handful of proxy advisory firms who themselves will seek to
economize on proxy review costs.”13
A prime example of how the mandatory say on pay vote has transferred considerable
power to proxy advisory firms, as Mr. Clapman indicated, is the three-part quantitative
pay for performance test ISS uses to initially determine its say on pay vote. The Relative
Degree of Alignment test, which is accorded the greatest weight under the quantitative
test, measures whether CEO pay and total shareholder return for the subject company is
aligned with CEO pay and total shareholder return for the peer companies selected by ISS
over one and three years. The way pay and TSR are measured under the test is likely to
identify some companies whose pay and performance are aligned as not being aligned
and vice-versa because the time periods for assessing pay and performance are
inconsistent, and the analysis is over weighted toward one-year pay and performance.
•

Mix of Actual and Hypothetical Pay. Under the Relative Degree of
Alignment Test, pay is defined as total pay in the Summary Compensation
Table of the proxy statement, which is a mix of actual and hypothetical pay.
Specifically, total pay consists of compensation actually paid in the form of
actual salary, annual incentive and/or bonus and long-term cash incentives,
and the accounting estimates of equity compensation and other compensation.

•

Inconsistent Time Periods Used to Assess Pay and Performance. Under the
test, performance is defined as total shareholder return over one- and threeyears. However, for most CEOs the majority of compensation is paid in the
form of equity incentives which are granted and valued within two and half
months of the beginning of the fiscal year being reported, while ISS measures
total shareholder return as of the end of the fiscal year. In making the grants,
the compensation committee would not have known the TSR as of the end of
the year. Under the assessment, pay and performance are not likely to be
aligned because the time period for the bulk of pay (equity compensation) and
the time period for performance are not consistent. A more logical approach
would be to compare the TSR from the end of the fiscal year preceding the
reporting year so that pay and performance would be more closely aligned.
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•

Assessment Double Counts One Year Pay and Performance. The ISS analysis
compares one-year TSR against one-year total CEO pay (weighted 40 percent)
and three-year TSR against CEO pay over three years (weighted 60 percent).
Consistent with a view of most institutional investors, the Center supports a
longer term view of pay versus performance. However, the Center believes
that the analysis proposed by ISS effectively double counts the one-year pay
for performance measurement because the most recent year of pay and
performance is counted under both the one-year and three-year TSR/pay
comparison. One-year TSR is typically not very helpful in assessing
performance due to short-term fluctuations of Wall Street, yet the ISS
approach pushes toward a shorter-term orientation rather than a view of longterm pay for performance.

The ISS Relative Degree of Alignment test has led some companies to revise pay
programs to try to get a better score, regardless of whether the approach is soundly
aligned with company strategy. It has also led companies to experiment with alternative
pay disclosures to tell their pay for performance stories directly to investors and to show
more clearly that pay is aligned. The SEC’s forthcoming requirement for the disclosure
of pay actually received versus financial performance will likely force a discussion over
similar time frames for assessing pay and performance among the proxy advisors.
III. The Regulatory Framework Has Reinforced Proxy Advisory Firm Influence
Proxy advisory firms have grown influential due in large part to two regulatory
pronouncements, one by the U.S. Department of Labor, which announced the proxy
voting duties of ERISA retirement plan sponsors in a 1988 opinion letter, and SEC rules,
published in 2003. The DOL letter, commonly known as the “Avon Letter,” stated that
shareholder voting rights were considered valuable pension plan assets under ERISA, and
therefore the fiduciary duties of loyalty and prudence applied to proxy voting. The Avon
Letter stated:
In general, the fiduciary act of managing plan assets which are shares of
corporate stock would include the voting of proxies appurtenant to those
shares of stock. For example, it is the Department’s position that the
decision as to how proxies should be voted … are fiduciary acts of plan
asset management.14
The Avon Letter further stated that pension fund fiduciaries, including those that
delegate proxy voting responsibilities to their investment managers, had a responsibility
to monitor and keep accurate records of their proxy voting. 15
The SEC further reinforced the concept of fiduciary duties related to proxy voting in
2003 by adopting a rule and amendments under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940
pertaining to mutual funds and investment advisers designed to encourage funds to vote
their proxies in the best interests of their shareholders. 16 The new regulations required
14
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mutual funds to: 1) disclose their policies and procedures related to proxy voting and
2) file annually with the Commission a public report on how they voted on each proxy
issue at portfolio companies. 17
Similarly, investment advisers were required to: 1) adopt written proxy voting
policies and procedures describing how the adviser addressed material conflicts between
its interests and those of its clients with respect to proxy voting and how the adviser
would resolve those conflicts in the best interests of clients; 2) disclose to clients how
they could obtain information from the adviser on how it had voted proxies; and 3)
describe to clients all proxy voting policies and procedures and, upon request, furnish a
copy to them.18
As part of the 2003 regulations, the SEC also commented on how investment advisers
could deal with conflicts of interest related to proxy voting that might arise between
advisers and their clients, stating that “an adviser could demonstrate that the vote was not
a product of a conflict of interest if it voted client securities, in accordance with a predetermined policy, based upon the recommendations of an independent third party.” 19
In practice, this commentary provided a considerable degree of fiduciary “cover” to
investment managers who chose to follow the voting recommendations of proxy advisory
firms and reinforced the value of using such firms. In a letter to Egan-Jones Proxy
Services in May 2004, however, the SEC articulated a duty for investment advisers to
monitor and verify that a proxy advisor was independent and free of influence:
An investment adviser that retains a third party to make recommendations
regarding how to vote its clients' proxies should take reasonable steps to
verify that the third party is in fact independent of the adviser based on all
of the relevant facts and circumstances. A third party generally would be
independent of an investment adviser if that person is free from influence
or any incentive to recommend that the proxies should be voted in
anyone's interest other than the adviser's clients.20
Although the intent of the SEC’s 2003 rules was to provide a flexible means
for mutual funds to execute proxy votes in the discharge of their clients’ fiduciary
duties, in reality it allowed mutual funds to shift that duty to proxy advisory firms.
This led then Delaware Court of Chancery Vice Chancellor Leo Strine to remark
that “[t]he influence of ISS and its competitors over institutional investor voting
behavior is so considerable that traditionalists will be concerned that any initiative
to increase stockholder power will simply shift more clout to firms of this kind.”21
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IV. Conflicts of Interest and Inaccuracies Undermine Confidence in Proxy
Advisory Firm Processes
Proxy advisors are currently afforded a considerable degree of deference under SEC
interpretations because superficially they are considered “independent” of the investment
advisors that use their services. Yet proxy advisory firms have significant conflicts of
interest in the services they provide and in how they are structured. These conflicts have
been the subject of two reports by the federal government’s auditing arm, the U.S.
Government Accountability Office (GAO), and they have been frequently criticized by
companies and institutional investors. They also were the subject of questions in the
SEC’s concept release on the U.S. proxy system.
ISS Provides “Independent” Analysis of Company Practices While Offering
Consulting Services to Those Same Companies. Despite frequent criticism by the
government and others over the past 16 years, ISS, the largest and most influential firm,
continues to provide analyses and voting recommendations of proxy issues to be put to a
shareholder vote while also providing consulting services to corporations whose
proposals they evaluate. This led the GAO to note that “corporations could feel obligated
to subscribe to ISS’s consulting services in order to obtain favorable proxy vote
recommendations on their proposals and favorable corporate governance ratings.” 22
Similarly, a report by the Yale Millstein Center for Corporate Governance, stated that the
many companies believe that “signing up for [ISS] consulting provides an advantage in
how the firm assesses their governance” despite ISS disclaimers to the contrary. 23
ISS also provides consulting to its institutional investor clients who wish to offer a
shareholder proposal on how to tailor the proposal.24
These practices have been criticized by both institutional investors and corporations
because ISS determinations and related consulting often drive what is considered best
practice, even if the practice may not be in the best interest of the companies or their
shareholders. ISS acknowledges this fact in its 2012 10-K filing, stating “when we
provide corporate governance services to a corporate client and at the same time provide
proxy vote recommendations to institutional clients regarding that corporation’s proxy
items, there may be a perception that the Governance business team providing research to
our institutional clients may treat that corporation more favorably due to its use of
services provided by ISS Corporate Services.”25
ISS has argued that it provides a firewall between its corporate consulting and its
advisory businesses, but the separation can only go so far. For example, ISS seeks to
reinforce the separation by telling corporate clients that when they meet with proxy
22
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analysis staff, they should refrain from discussing whether the client has received
consulting services from the other side of ISS. That said, according to the ISS 2012 10K, revenues related to its consulting businesses had grown to 25.1 percent of the total
revenue of its governance business.26
Potential Conflict Related to Proxy Advisory Firms Providing Recommendations on
Shareholder Initiatives Backed By Their Owners or Institutional Investor Clients. Some
proxy advisory firm clients are also proponents of shareholder resolutions. According to
the Government Accountability office, “[t]his raises concern that proxy advisory firms
will make favorable recommendations to other institutional investor clients on such
proposals in order to maintain the business of the investor clients that submitted these
proposals.” 27 Other than boilerplate language, there is no specific identification that a
shareholder proponent is an ISS client.
Conflicts in Ownership Structures. The largest proxy advisory firms have potential
conflicts in their ownership structures that could cast significant doubt on their
independence, including:
•

ISS is owned by a larger public company, MSCI, Inc., that provides a wide
range of indices and analytics to institutional investors and corporations. The
ownership by a larger company could result in MSCI putting pressure on ISS
to be more favorable to certain companies to procure their business.

•

Glass, Lewis & Co. (the second largest advisor) is owned by the $100 billion
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan Board which engages in public and private
equity investing in corporations on which Glass Lewis makes
recommendations. Glass Lewis states that it will add a note to the research
report of any company in which the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan has a
significant stake, the lack of transparency in the Glass Lewis model and the
fact that it does not share draft reports with corporations has raised concerns
about potential independence issues.

The potential ramifications of a proxy advisory industry with readily recognizable
conflicts of interest that wields great power over capital markets and the market for
corporate governance and control, which is subject to little regulatory oversight, mirror
those that occurred in the credit ratings agency industry before the 2008 economic
meltdown.
Inaccuracies in Proxy Advisory Service Reports and Lack of Transparent
Methodologies Add to Skepticism Over Analytical Rigor In addition to questions about
pay for performance methodologies and conflicts of interest is the problem with
inaccuracies. This is significant because inaccurate information could lead institutional
investors to voting decisions that are not supported by the facts.

26
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A 2010 survey of HR Policy Association members and Center On Executive
Compensation Subscribers – chief human resource officers of large companies -- found
that of those responding, 53 percent said that a proxy advisory firm had made one or
more mistakes in a final published report on the company’s compensation programs in
2009 or 2010.
Very recently, it was reported that ISS made a math error in its analysis for Eagle
Bancorp in Bethesda, Maryland. ISS said the CEO’s compensation increased between
2011 and 2012 when it actually decreased by 42 percent. ISS also double-counted some
items in the CEO’s total compensation. The company received 37 percent opposition to
its say on pay vote, compared to 20 percent in 2012. The error was significant. Two
institutional investors to whom Eagle spoke with changed their votes from no to yes. An
article quoted the CEO as saying “What really upsets me more than anything else, if
anybody had spent 10 seconds looking at the proxy, they would see that [our] proxy
numbers are different from the ISS numbers. ISS should have asked why their numbers
were different.”28
Unfortunately, such errors are not uncommon, and it is the issuer that bears
responsibility for checking the quality of the “expert” proxy advisory firm’s assessment.
For example, the Center is aware of another company that found a significant error by a
proxy advisory firm. It took some time before the proxy advisory firm responded.
Although the error was corrected and the proxy advisory firm changed the
recommendation, the change was made within a week of the say on pay vote, and
majority of shares had already been voted. The revised report made no explicit mention
of the change on the front, and the clients would have had to review the notes at the very
end of the report to see that the recommendation had been altered. 29
Two principal reasons for such inaccuracies appear to be the workload pressures
caused by the tremendous growth in the length of proxy disclosures and inadequate
quality control, as publicly-held firms, such as ISS, seek to reduce costs by outsourcing
proxy analysis to low labor-cost countries like the Philippines. Another reason for the
inaccuracies is the unreasonably short time proxy advisors give large companies to
review drafts of reports and to suggest corrections before a final report is issued.
The implications of these inaccuracies are worth the Subcommittee’s attention. ISS
has historically recommended voting against between 30 and 40 percent of all stock plans
it reviews. It follows that if the Center data is representative of large companies
generally, then proxy advisory firms could be negatively impacting the compensation
programs at a meaningful number of companies because of institutional investors’
reliance on the data.
The Center believes that proxy advisory firms should ensure to the greatest extent
possible that accurate information is transmitted to institutional investors. Where
information is found to be inaccurate, the proxy advisors should be required to correct
28
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their analyses and send the correction to their clients. Where there is a disagreement
between the advisor and the company, the advisor should include a statement from the
company discussing the rationale for its disagreement. Additionally, institutional
investors should be required to closely monitor the output of proxy advisory firms, and
the SEC should be required to do periodic reviews of advisor reports for accuracy and
clarity.
V. 2012 Peer Group Push-Back Illustrates the Effectiveness of Regulatory
Oversight
The Center believes that regulatory approaches to address the shortcomings discussed
above should be carefully pursued. However, in the interim, it urges persistent and
ongoing regulatory and legislative oversight of the proxy advisory firm industry to hold
their policies and practices accountable and reinforce their duties to their clients and
investors’ fiduciary duties to their customers. An excellent example occurred last year
with respect to the peer groups ISS used to determine its pay for performance
comparisons. In many cases the peer groups did not fit with the size or industry of the
company’s business.
For example, ISS recommended investors vote against Marriott International’s say on
pay resolution, saying that its pay should not be compared with the pay of major
competitors such as Hyatt Hotels Corporation or Starwood Hotels, even though Marriott
requested that these companies be included. Instead, ISS chose AutoNation, Penske
Automotive Group, Icahn Enterprises and Genuine Parts Co. as “appropriate” peers. In
its supplemental filing, Marriott stated “we do not believe investors view these
companies as similar in size and industry sector to our lodging management and franchise
business. One selected peer, Penske Automotive Group, has a market capitalization that
is less than 20 percent of Marriott’s and another, Icahn Enterprises LP, is not a Russell
3000 company.” 30 Ironically, the median compensation for the peer group selected for
Starwood, a much smaller company, was more than 22 percent higher than ISS’s selected
peers for Marriott. In the end, shareholders saw through the ISS analysis and more than
87 percent approved the Marriott say on pay resolution—much better than many other
companies receiving a negative ISS recommendation.
There were many other examples of companies where the peer group was a primary
issue in the ISS say on pay recommendation and the vote as a whole. In fact, according
to Semler Brossy Consulting Group, a majority of supplemental filings (23 of 45) for the
S&P 500 involved peer group issues, most often, ISS.31 Several examples of
questionable peers were published in business press, including three articles in the Wall
Street Journal.
However, the inquiries did not stop there. In our discussions with institutional
investors last spring, several indicated that they questioned ISS’s peer group selection.
At least one indicated that they ran the peers by their portfolio managers, who also
questioned the selections.
30
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The attention in the popular press, by investors, and many of the groups at this table,
led then-SEC Director of Corporation Finance, Meredith Cross to invite companies to
send their examples to the SEC or otherwise communicate with the staff regarding
concerns about peer groups or proxy advisory firms generally.32 The sentinel effect of
that process reinforced the concerns in the marketplace, and ISS recognized by late spring
that it would need to make changes to its peer group process, which it did. Although the
Center believes that interpretive guidance or regulations from the SEC would help
reinforce proxy advisory firm accountability, the 2012 example highlights the fact that
targeted oversight in response to industry or investor comments can be as effective in
addressing practices not in the best interests of shareholders and issuers.
VI. Recommendations
The Center believes that both non-regulatory and regulatory alternatives should be
considered with respect to proxy advisory firms, given the power they exert over
company practices and pay policies. However, we are concerned that a regulatory
approach may entrench ISS and Glass Lewis and give the firms a government seal of
approval. With these concerns in mind, we recommend the following objectives be
pursued through oversight by Congress, the SEC and the U.S. Department of Labor.
•

Greater Ongoing Oversight of Proxy Advisory Firm Operations. Oversight of
proxy advisory firm policies should be subject to a regular system of oversight to
ensure concerns from investors and issuers are met.

•

Full Disclosure of Conflicts. Financial relationships and conflicts in the proxy
advisory industry should be made transparent to investors. Targeted conflicts
should include significant financial or business relationships between proxy
advisory firms, or their parent or affiliate firms and public companies,
institutional investors or shareholder activists. Such disclosure would throw open
to public scrutiny and academic study a wealth of information about potential
conflicts of interest in the industry. Investors and academic researchers could
study whether corporate shareholder votes are being “bought and sold” and the
extent to which fees paid to proxy advisory firms are, in fact, influencing vote
recommendations. Such scrutiny would quickly provide concrete evidence
whether the “Chinese walls” and other safeguards the industry has instituted are
effective in mitigating the conflicts. Proxy advisory firms that provide assistance
to institutional investor clients sponsoring a shareholder proposal should recuse
themselves from making a recommendation on the proposal.

•

Disclosure of Voting Methodologies. Both ISS and Glass Lewis should provide
greater disclosure of the analytic processes, methodologies and models utilized to
derive their voting recommendations. For instance, proxy advisory firms that
utilize pay-for-performance compensation models to determine recommendations
on compensation plans or advisory say on pay votes should be required to

32

The Wall Street Journal, SEC Plans New Guidance on Proxy Advisors, June 7, 2012,
http://blogs.wsj.com/cfo/2012/06/07/sec-plans-new-guidance-on-proxy-advisers/
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publicly disclose all inputs, formulas, weightings and methodologies used in these
models. Such disclosure would allow issuers and investors to effectively assess
the merits and weaknesses of such models and to provide feedback to proxy
advisory firms on these models.
•

SEC Monitoring of Recommendations. The SEC should implement periodic
reviews of proxy firm research reports to check for accurately and completeness,
much the way the SEC currently does for company filings.

Conclusion
The Center appreciates the opportunity to provide its views on this extremely
important policy matter. We look forward to working with you and members of your
staffs to ensure that the proxy voting system and advice by proxy advisory firms are
increasingly transparent and consistent.
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I.

Introduction

Each year, institutional investors cast billions of votes that
determine corporate directors, executive compensation and
corporate governance policies at more than 8,000 publicly traded
U.S. companies. By law, the institutions have a fiduciary duty to
vote in the best interests of their clients. However, with the gaggle
of votes they are required to make, many institutions essentially
outsource the analysis and process of developing voting
recommendations to a handful of third parties called proxy
advisory firms and some firms delegate the actual proxy voting to
such firms. With the exponential increase in institutional assets
over the past 20 years, the proxy advisory industry has quietly
grown extremely powerful. It exercises a considerable degree of
influence and control over corporate governance and executive
compensation standards and its power is concentrated with one
firm dominating the industry. Despite its considerable clout, the
proxy advisory industry is scarcely regulated. As a result, the
characteristics of the industry bear an uncanny resemblance to the
credit ratings industry before the financial crisis:
•

advisory firms have considerable conflicts of interest in how
they are structured;

•

the lack of transparency of the advisory firms’ analytical
models makes it extremely difficult for investors or companies
to determine why a proxy advisor has made certain
determinations or to correct factual inaccuracies before a vote
is held; and

•

concerns have mounted that inaccurate information is being
transmitted to investors and all this is happening just as the
influence of the industry is poised to increase as a result of
changes in the just-passed financial reform bill.

The purpose of this paper is to provide essential background
information on the development of the proxy advisory industry,
expose the conflicts of interest and procedural lapses that could
result in inaccurate proxy votes, review regulatory approaches to
date, and suggest a workable approach to regulation of the
industry.

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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II. Executive Summary
Over the last quarter century, a confluence of developments has
served to aggregate tremendous power among a small group of
proxy advisory firms. These factors include:
•

An increase in institutional stock ownership of the 1,000
largest corporations from 47 percent in 1987 to 76 percent in
2007, thus concentrating voting power in institutions, rather
than retail investors.

•

With this increase in institutional investor ownership has come
an increase in ownership by state pension funds, which tend to
be more progressive in their activism and frequently rely more
heavily on the recommendations of proxy advisors.

•

Increases in the volume of proxy votes, as the SEC expanded
the subjects on which it permitted shareholder proposals and
the growth of equity indexing. These changes required
institutions to develop a voting position on more issues.
Reflecting this growth, Broadridge Financial Solutions
reported a 14 percent increase in the number of shares it
processed between 2009 and 2010, from 309 billion shares to
350 billion shares processed.

•

Regulatory mandates that pension funds and other institutional
investors have a fiduciary duty to vote their proxies in the best
interest of their clients. A 1988 Department of Labor
interpretive letter reinforced this requirement with respect to
pension funds, and a 2003 SEC rulemaking reinforced the
requirement with mutual funds and investment advisors.

•

A 2003 SEC interpretation that indicated that investment
advisors could discharge their duty to vote their proxies and
demonstrate that their vote was not a product of a conflict of
interest if they voted client securities in accordance with a predetermined policy and based on the recommendations of an
independent third party (e.g., a proxy advisory firm).

The expansion of proxy voting, along with the regulatory
interpretations, have caused the vast majority of institutional
investors to separate the individuals making investment decisions
from those making proxy voting decisions. As a whole, this has
increased the influence of proxy advisory firms since institutional
investors rely to a much greater extent on proxy advisors’ analyses
and voting recommendations.

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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Academic Research Shows Proxy Advisors Wield
Exceptional Clout
The market for proxy advisory services has developed in such a
way that one firm, Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), largely
controls the market, with a 61% market share,1 and a second,
Glass, Lewis & Co. controls approximately 37% of the market.2
This concentration has allowed the firms to have a significant
impact on pay and governance policy. For example, with regard to
ISS, the dominant proxy advisory firm, academic research has
shown that:
•

a negative recommendation on a management proposal can
reduce the support of institutional investors by up to 20
percent,3 causing ISS to be the de facto pay and governance
police and

•

ISS’s vote recommendations in contested director elections are
“good statistical predictors of contest outcomes,” in part
because they influence investors to revise their assessment of
board nominees.4

The academic research on the influence of proxy advisors is
bolstered by evidence from firms that closely monitor institutional
voting.
Recent statistics from the proxy solicitation firm Innisfree
M&A, for instance, found that ISS clients typically control 20 to
30 percent of a midcap or largecap company’s outstanding shares,
while Glass Lewis clients typically control 5 to 10 percent.5 The
primary reason for the influence of these firms is simple: under
SEC interpretations the advisory firms are considered independent
experts, and if institutional investors rely on the recommendations
made by them, they are held to have discharged their fiduciary
duties to vote in the investors’ best interests. Reflecting this point,
the Honorable Leo E. Strine, Jr., Vice Chancellor of the Delaware
Court of Chancery, commented that “the influence of ISS and its
competitors over institutional investors’ voting behavior is so
considerable that traditionalists will be concerned that any
initiative to increase stockholder power will simply shift more
clout to firms of this kind.”
The level of influence wielded by proxy advisors on
compensation issues was highlighted by a recent survey of 251
companies by consulting firm Towers Watson, which found that 59
percent of respondents believed that proxy advisors have
significant influence on executive pay decision-making processes
at U.S. companies. Similar results were obtained in a 2010 survey
©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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by the Center On Executive Compensation, where 54 percent of
survey respondents said they had changed or adopted a
compensation plan, policy or practice in the past three years
primarily to meet the standards of a proxy advisory firm.

Influence of Proxy Advisors Will Increase With the
Adoption of Say on Pay and Other Policy Changes
The executive compensation and corporate governance
provisions in the Dodd-Frank Act, the new financial reform law,
will have the unintended consequence of further increasing the
power and influence of proxy advisory firms. This is particularly
the case with “say on pay” -- the new requirement that
shareholders have a periodic nonbinding vote on executive
compensation at least once every three years. This requirement
will substantially increase the number of proxy votes on ballots
annually and cause many institutional investors to defer to the
proxy advisory firms’ analysis as to whether a company’s
executive compensation program should be supported or opposed.
Although institutional investors may have custom proxy voting
policies, the basis for many, if not most, of these policies is the
advisory firms’ base policies. Without a viable alternative in the
marketplace, the advisors’ recommendations will determine
whether a say on pay vote obtains substantial support.
This concern has been echoed by many different
commentators, including:
•

Former TIAA-CREF General Counsel and Current Governance
for Owners U.S. Chairman, Peter Clapman, who indicated “the
inevitable consequence [of adopting say on pay] would be to
transfer considerable discretionary power over individual
company compensation practices to the proxy advisory firms. I
question that such an approach will serve the long-term best
interests of shareholders.”

•

Edward Durkin, Director of Corporate Affairs for the
Carpenters Union: “If you have an annual say on pay vote and
you exercise your voting responsibility as we do … it’d be
overwhelming,” said Durkin, whose union owns stakes in
3,500 companies.6

•

Columbia Law Professor Jeffrey Gordon, who indicated that
“the burden of annual voting would lead investors, particularly
institutional investors, to farm out evaluation of most pay plans
to a handful of proxy advisory firms who themselves will seek
to economize on proxy review costs.”7

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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In addition, because Dodd-Frank also requires shareholders to
vote on how frequently a say on pay vote will occur – every one,
two or three years – proxy advisors have a built-in preference to
hold advisory votes every year because of the reliance that
institutional investors will place on their analyses. Prior to the
adoption of Dodd-Frank, the ISS methodology expressed a
preference for an annual say on pay vote, and if a company’s
compensation plan conflicted with its policies, ISS indicated that it
would recommend against the pay plan. It also stated “if there is
no MSOP on the ballot, then the negative vote will apply to
members of the compensation committee.” ISS has confirmed that
it will use this approach in the 2011 proxy season, even though the
law clearly allows shareholders to express their preferences for a
biennial or triennial say on pay vote.
The proxy advisors will also have significant influence over the
say on pay vote required on change-in-control payments in merger
and acquisition situations, which is required by Dodd-Frank.
A number of other changes in the Dodd-Frank Act are likely to
increase the influence of the proxy advisory firms. These include:
•

Elimination of Broker Discretionary Voting. Broker-dealers
historically had the ability to vote their clients’ shares, if the
broker did not have specific voting instructions from the client.
Broker discretionary votes have typically been cast in favor of
management and can comprise up to 20 percent of the votes at
some companies. However, without a significant increase in
retail voter participation, it is unlikely that those shares will be
voted at all, effectively disenfranchising a significant subset of
shareholders and increasing the influence of institutional
shareholders and thus the proxy advisory firms.

•

Proxy Access for the Nomination of Directors. The DoddFrank Act gave the SEC authority to promulgate a rule
allowing certain shareholders to nominate candidates to a
company’s board of directors, and the SEC approved such a
rule roughly one month after Dodd-Frank became law. The
validity of the rule is being challenged in federal court, and its
implementation has been suspended pending the court’s ruling.
However, if the rule is ultimately upheld, the long-term impact
will be to increase the number of contested elections on which
institutional investors need to vote. As one organization of
corporate pension plan sponsors commented, “these new proxy
access standards will give [the proxy advisory firms] even
greater power over the election of the boards of directors.”8

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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Without greater oversight of the proxy advisory firms from the
SEC and institutional investors, these changes will have a
measurable impact on the influence the proxy advisors wield over
the proxy process to the detriment of retail investors.
The Impact of Majority Voting for Directors. Another

important change that has increased the influence of proxy
advisory firms over institutional investors is the change from
plurality voting for directors to majority voting for directors. Since
2004, amendments to the Model Business Corporation Act,
Delaware General Corporation Law and shareholder campaigns
have helped facilitate the adoption of majority voting for directors,
with over two-thirds of companies in the S&P 500 Index using
majority voting. Under majority voting, a candidate must receive a
majority of votes cast in order to be elected, and thus a candidate in
an uncontested election receiving less than a majority of votes cast
is not considered elected. This contrasts with the historic practice
of plurality voting for directors, in which the director to receive the
most votes, without regard to withheld votes, won. With majority
voting, recommendations from proxy advisory firms to withhold a
vote or vote against a director could result in the failure to get
elected.
The influence of the proxy advisors under majority voting is
considerable and, in many cases, the recommendation to vote for
or against a director is based upon the firms’ analysis of the
company’s compensation and governance practices. It is therefore
important that the advisors’ policies and methodologies used for
analyzing company practices be free from conflicts, errors, be
transparent and be based upon sound compensation and
governance understanding, which is regularly not the case.
The advent of majority voting provides shareholders and proxy
advisors with a strong tool to hold directors accountable.
However, before they can do so in a fashion that is in the best
interests of shareholders and the proxy voting system as a whole,
the advisors must be held accountable for the conflicts of interest
and inaccuracies in analysis that are all too common.

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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Conflicts of Interest at the Largest Advisory Firms Cast
a Shadow on the Integrity of Research and Voting
Recommendations
Proxy advisors are currently afforded a considerable degree of
deference under SEC interpretations because superficially they are
considered “independent” of the investment advisors that use their
services. Yet proxy advisors have significant conflicts of interest
that raise serious questions about their independence. The largest
proxy advisory firms have significant conflicts of interest in the
services they provide and in how they are structured. These
conflicts have been the subject of two reports by the federal
government’s auditing arm, the U.S. Government Accountability
Office (GAO), and they have been frequently criticized by
companies and institutional investors.
ISS Provides “Independent” Analysis of Company
Practices While Offering Consulting Services to Those Same
Companies. Despite frequent criticism by the government and

others over the past 16 years, ISS, the largest and most influential
firm, continues to provide analyses and voting recommendations of
proxy issues to be put to a shareholder vote while also providing
consulting services to corporations whose proposals they evaluate.
This led the GAO to note that “corporations could feel obligated to
subscribe to ISS’s consulting services in order to obtain favorable
proxy vote recommendations on their proposals and favorable
corporate governance ratings.”9 Similarly, a report by the
Millstein Center On Corporate Governance, stated that the many
companies believe that “signing up for [ISS] consulting provides
an advantage in how the firm assesses their governance” despite
ISS disclaimers to the contrary.10
Corporate governance expert Ira Millstein described the
inherent conflict in the ISS model as follows:
It provides structural “standards” for corporate governance,
privately prepared by unidentified people, pursuant to
unidentified processes, and asks us to take its word that it is
all fair and balanced. I tried to dig behind the soothing
assurances, but couldn't find enough detail to convince me
that a devil didn't lie in the details of how this private
standard-setting was put together. And then ISS provides
company ratings, based on these privately-set standards,
creating a tendency on the part of those that have received a
poor rating to pay for a consultancy by the private standardsetter, on how to improve that rating. I see this as a vicious
cycle.

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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This “vicious cycle” has been roundly criticized by both
institutional investors and corporations because ISS determinations
and related consulting drives what is considered best practice, even
if the practice may not be in the best interest of the companies or
their shareholders. Even ISS acknowledges this fact in its 2009
10-K filing, stating “for example, when we provide corporate
governance services to a corporate client and at the same time
provide proxy vote recommendations to institutional clients
regarding that corporation’s proxy items, there may be a perception
that we may treat that corporation more favorably due to its use of
our services, including our Compensation Advisory Services,
provided to certain corporate clients.”11
ISS has argued that it provides a firewall between its corporate
consulting and its advisory businesses, but the separation can only
go so far. For example, ISS seeks to reinforce the separation by
telling corporate clients that when they meet with proxy analysis
staff, they should refrain from discussing whether the client has
received consulting services from the other side of ISS.
Conflicts in Ownership Structures. The largest proxy

advisory firms have potential conflicts in their ownership
structures that could cast their independence into significant doubt,
including:
•

ISS is owned by a larger public company, MSCI, Inc., that
provides a wide range of services to institutional investors and
corporations. The ownership by a larger company could result
in MSCI putting pressure on ISS to be more favorable to
certain companies to procure their business. Glass, Lewis &
Co. (the second largest advisor) is owned by the Ontario
Teachers’ Pension Plan which engages in public and private
equity investing in corporations on which Glass Lewis makes
recommendations. Although Glass Lewis states that it will add
a note to the research report of any company in which the
Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan has a significant stake, the lack
of transparency in the Glass Lewis model and the fact that it
does not share draft reports with corporations has raised
concerns about potential independence issues;

As Julie Gozan, Director of Corporate Governance at unionowned Amalgamated Bank, commented: “The community that
relies on Glass Lewis and ISS needs to know this is unbiased
advice that favors long-term investors and not the interests of
corporate executives. When these firms go public, there’s real
potential for a conflict of interest.”12 The conflicts of interests are
not unique to the large firms, however. For example:
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•

Proxy Governance Inc., (the third largest proxy advisory firm
until the end of 2010) was owned by a firm whose chief
subsidiary is a registered broker-dealer, which could lead to
divergent interests among clients of each firm;

•

Egan-Jones is owned by a firm whose primary business is a
credit ratings agency; and

•

Marco Consulting, a proxy advisor whose clients are TaftHartley pension funds, may find itself pressured to recommend
in favor of a shareholder proposal submitted by a client, even if
contrary to its voting guidelines, to retain the client.

The potential ramifications of a proxy advisory industry with
readily recognizable conflicts of interest that wields great power
over capital markets and the market for corporate governance and
control, which is subject to little regulatory oversight, mirror those
that occurred in the credit ratings agency industry before the 2008
economic meltdown. These include: the existence of a quasiregulatory license, conflicts of interest in the business model and
the provision of ancillary services, and insufficient regulation.
Ultimately, this caused Congress to establish a new regulatory
framework for the credit ratings industry in the Dodd-Frank Act.
The Center believes that, at a minimum, the SEC should ban
conflicts of interest in the proxy advisory firm industry in which a
firm both provides so-called “independent” analyses of company
practices for institutional investors while simultaneously offering
consulting services to companies as to how to improve the
company’s assessment by the advisor. The Center also believes
that the SEC should require greater disclosure of other conflicts,
especially those created by the ownership structures of proxy
advisory firms.

Inaccuracies in Proxy Advisory Service Reports and
Lack of Transparent Methodologies Add to Skepticism
Over Analytical Rigor
In addition to conflicts of interest, anecdotal information and
survey data raise significant questions regarding whether there are
increasing inaccuracies among the analyses published by the proxy
advisory firms. This is significant because inaccurate information
could lead institutional investors to voting decisions that are not
supported by the facts.

©2011 Center On Executive Compensation
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A 2010 survey of HR Policy Association members and Center
On Executive Compensation Subscribers – chief human resource
officers of large companies -- found that of those responding, 53
percent said that a proxy advisory firm had made one or more
mistakes in a final published report on the company’s
compensation programs in 2009 or 2010.13 The three most
frequent types of inaccuracies identified by companies included:
•

improper use of peer groups or peer group data in determining
whether executive compensation levels were appropriate which
was reported by 20 percent of respondents;

•

erroneous analysis of long-term incentive plans reported by 17
percent of respondents; and

•

inaccurate discussion of provisions no longer in effect was
reported by 15 percent of respondents.

Two principal reasons for such inaccuracies appear to be the
workload pressures caused by the tremendous growth in the length
of proxy disclosures and inadequate quality control, as publiclyheld firms, such as ISS, seek to reduce costs by outsourcing proxy
analysis to low labor-cost countries like the Philippines. Another
reason for the inaccuracies is the unreasonably short time proxy
advisors give companies to review drafts of reports and to suggest
corrections before a final report is issued.
The implications of these inaccuracies are alarming. ISS has
historically recommended voting against between 30 and 40
percent of all stock plans it reviews. It follows that if the Center
data is representative of large companies generally, then proxy
advisory firms are negatively impacting the compensation
programs at a meaningful number of companies because of
institutional investors’ reliance on the data.
The Center believes that proxy advisory firms should ensure to
the greatest extent possible that accurate information is transmitted
to institutional investors. Where information is found to be
inaccurate, the proxy advisors should be required to correct their
analyses and send the correction to their clients. Where there is a
disagreement between the advisor and the company, the advisor
should include a statement from the company discussing the
rationale for its disagreement. Additionally, institutional investors
should be required to closely monitor the output of proxy advisory
firms, and the SEC should be required to do periodic reviews of
advisor reports for accuracy and clarity.
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The Extent of Government Regulation Over the Proxy
Advisory Industry Is Inadequate Given Its Influence Over
the Proxy Voting Process
Proxy advisory firms are currently “regulated” by the SEC
under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940, a statute written
principally for firms that provide investment advice to companies
or individuals. Various exemptions under the Act mean that proxy
advisory firms can essentially choose whether to register with the
SEC under the Act, and while additional regulatory and procedural
requirements apply to those that do, the statute has been lightly
enforced with respect to proxy advisors. Institutional investors, for
their part, have seen proxy advisors as a cost-effective and efficient
way to discharge and essentially outsource their own duties for
voting proxies. Therefore, they have little incentive to change the
system by closely monitoring the decisions and pointing out
deficiencies in the quality controls of proxy advisors.

Proposals for Increased Oversight of the Proxy Advisory
System Take a Step in the Right Direction
A number of proposals have been made to tighten regulation of
the industry – ranging from mandating greater disclosure under
existing rules to imposing new regulatory frameworks similar to
those that apply to credit ratings agencies or public accounting
firms. The new regulatory frameworks include requiring greater
transparency of methodologies and filing voting recommendations
with the SEC on a delayed basis, much like the mutual fund
industry must currently file its proxy votes. These proposals are
under consideration by the SEC, which requested public comment
on the deficiencies in the proxy advisory firm industry and
recommendations on how to address them. The Department of
Labor went one step further in October 2010, by proposing
regulations that would arguably impose ERISA fiduciary status on
SEC-registered proxy advisory firms and possibly all proxy
advisory firms. Many of these proposals have significant merit.
However, there are also legitimate concerns that regulation could
have unintended consequences – serving to credential and entrench
existing proxy firms while creating barriers to entry for new firms.
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Fostering Greater Competition in the Proxy Advisory
Industry May Address Fundamental Problems
Proposals have been made to adopt a public utility model for
the widespread provision of proxy recommendations or to develop
client-directed voting platforms to enhance retail voting
participation. If successful, such efforts have the potential to dilute
the influence of proxy advisors by expanding the market for
services providing expert voting recommendations. To be
effective, such approaches would need to provide
recommendations that institutional investors could rely on to assist
in discharging their fiduciary duty to vote their proxies in the best
interests of their clients.

Center Recommends Banning Worst Conflicts and
Requiring Better Disclosure to Promote Market Reforms
The Center On Executive Compensation believes that the most
effective approach for mitigating the issues surrounding the proxy
advisory services involves the following basic reforms.
Ban on Worst Form of Conflict. The SEC should institute a

ban on proxy advisory firms, or their affiliates, from providing
advisory services to institutional investors, while at the same time
providing consulting services to corporate issuers on matters
subject to proxy votes. Pending the change, mandate disclosure by
companies of the fees paid and services obtained from proxy
advisors in the proxy statement.
Full Disclosure of Other Conflicts. The SEC should
mandate disclosures designed to make other financial relationships
and conflicts in the proxy advisory industry transparent to
investors. Targeted conflicts should include significant financial
or business relationships between proxy advisory firms, or their
parent or affiliate firms, with public companies, institutional
investors or shareholder activists. Such disclosure would throw
open to public scrutiny and academic study a wealth of information
about potential conflicts of interest in the industry. Investors and
academic researchers could study whether corporate shareholder
votes are being “bought and sold” and the extent to which fees paid
to proxy advisory firms are, in fact, influencing vote
recommendations. Such scrutiny would quickly provide concrete
evidence whether the “Chinese walls” and other safeguards the
industry has instituted are effective in mitigating the conflicts.
Disclosure of Voting Methodologies. The SEC should also
mandate that proxy advisory firms disclose the analytic processes,
methodologies and models utilized to derive their voting
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recommendations. For instance, proxy advisory firms that utilize
pay-for-performance compensation models to determine
recommendations on compensation plans or advisory say on pay
votes should be required to publicly disclose all inputs, formulas,
weightings and methodologies used in these models. Such
disclosure would allow issuers and investors to effectively assess
the merits and weaknesses of such models and to provide feedback
to proxy advisory firms on these models.
Clarify Fiduciary Duties of Institutional Investors and Plan
Sponsors. The SEC should provide additional guidance to

investment advisers and plan sponsors making it clear that their
fiduciary obligations to vote proxies in the interests of investors
require diligent monitoring of the conflicts, practices and decision
processes of third-party proxy advisors. The mere act of hiring a
proxy advisor should not be seen as sufficient to allow institutions
to meet their fiduciary obligations under ERISA. Moreover, these
obligations should be vigorously enforced to provide a true
incentive for institutions to take seriously their role in monitoring
and influencing proxy advisory firm behaviors and policies.
SEC Monitoring of Recommendations. The SEC should
implement periodic reviews of proxy firm research reports to
check for accurately and completeness, much the way the SEC
currently does for company filings.

This paper examines the above issues in depth. Chapter III
discusses the historical factors that have concentrated voting power
in the hands of proxy advisors – leading to a near-monopoly in the
industry – and why recent financial regulatory developments will
increase this power further. Chapter IV provides background on
each of the proxy advisory firms and the services they provide.
Chapter V explains the types of conflicts of interest that proxy
advisory firms are subject to and how those conflicts parallel those
which have engendered so much concern at credit ratings agencies.
Chapter VI discusses concerns about the lack of transparency and
inaccuracies in proxy analyses and presents survey research on
these inaccuracies as they relate to compensation issues. Chapter
VII outlines the existing regulatory and legal framework for proxy
advisory firms. Chapter VIII discusses proposals for addressing
problems in the industry through increased regulation as well as
some concerns about potential unintended consequences from this
approach. Chapter IX examines the potential for greater
competition and other private sector solutions as mechanisms for
addressing problems at proxy advisors. Chapter X summarizes
the Center’s recommendations.
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III. The Rise of the Proxy Advisory
Industry
The proxy advisory industry is receiving considerable scrutiny
because, over the last three decades, it has grown to play an
increasingly influential role in the U.S. and global proxy voting
system – the principal means by which shareholders of
corporations participate in corporate governance. That influence is
poised to expand considerably in 2011, when each public company
is required to hold a nonbinding shareholder vote on executive
compensation.
The growing influence of the small number of firms providing
proxy research and voting recommendations has been driven by
tremendous growth in share ownership by institutional investors as
well as the number of ballot items that institutions must vote on
each year. From May 1, 2009, through April 30, 2010, for
example, nearly 1 trillion shares were voted at more than 13,800
U.S. corporate issuers.14 Going forward, recent important changes
in regulations governing the financial industry, corporate
governance and proxy voting seem destined to further increase the
reliance of institutional investors on proxy advisors.
To understand the effect of these changes on the growth in
influence of proxy advisory firms, it is important to understand the
origins of the industry and how the growth in institutional assets
has shaped it with relatively little federal oversight.

A. Origins of Shareholder Activism and the Proxy
Advisory Industry
Shareholder activism has been around for over 400 years,
dating back to a petition lodged against the Dutch East India
Company by investor Isaac Le Maire.15 In the United States,
financial institutions, such as banks and mutual funds, were
“activist” investors at many corporations in the early 1900s, with
representatives of these financial institutions often serving on
corporate boards and becoming involved in the strategic direction
of the firm.16 Modern U.S. shareholder activism is often traced to
the 1942 adoption by the Securities and Exchange Commission of
a shareholder proposal rule, granting shareholders the right to
submit certain types of proposals for inclusion on corporate proxy
ballots.17
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Individual Investor Activism Predominated Until the Late
1980s. Early U.S. shareholder activism was dominated by

individual investors who were often labeled “gadflies.” In 1982,
for example, nearly 30 percent of the 972 shareholder proposals
submitted to companies were proposed by just three individuals.18
Use of the shareholder proxy process by institutional investors
began to grow in the mid-1980s, however, after the 1985 founding
of the Council of Institutional Investors, originally a group of
public and union pension funds interested in lobbying for greater
shareholder rights.
Proxy Research Initiated by College Endowments Then
Spread to Institutional Investors. The need for professional

proxy research and analysis by institutional investors first
manifested itself in the formation of the Investor Responsibility
Research Center (IRRC) in 1972. IRRC was founded by a group
of college and university endowments and foundations who wanted
impartial research on social and environmental questions raised in
proxy proposals. Later, in the early 1980s, as activists began to
expand their use of shareholder proposals, IRRC expanded its
services to include research on corporate governance issues and an
electronic voting platform and soon had hundreds of institutional
investors subscribing to its services. IRRC was organized as a notfor-profit corporation and, while it provided research reports on
specific ballot items, it did not make vote recommendations.
Proxy voting recommendations were introduced to the market
in mid-1980s with the founding of two private commercial
companies – Proxy Monitor in 1984 and Institutional Shareholder
Services (ISS) in 1985. These firms satisfied a demand from many
institutional investors for proxy analyses that contained voting
recommendations. Over time, ISS became an industry
consolidator by buying or merging with several rival firms,
including Proxy Monitor (in 2001) and IRRC (in 2005). Three
other commercial proxy advisory firms soon entered the market to
compete with ISS, with Glass, Lewis & Co. and Egan-Jones Proxy
Services offering services in 2003, and Proxy Governance, Inc.
launching a service in 2005.

B. Increases in Institutional Stock Ownership
Dramatic changes in the nature of equity ownership in the
United States in the last half century have largely created the
demand for proxy advisory services. Institutional investors –
including pension funds, investment companies, mutual funds,
insurance companies, hedge funds, banks, foundations and
endowments – have greatly increased their ownership share of
public companies relative to individual investors. At the end of
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2007, levels of institutional stock ownership of the 1,000 largest
corporations in the U.S. reached an all-time high of 76.4 percent,
according to the Conference Board, up from an average of 61.4
percent in 2000 and 46.6 percent in 1987.19
Meanwhile, the percentage of equity shares held by retail
investors has fallen to new lows, accounting for less than 24
percent of shares in the 1,000 largest corporations at the end of
2007, compared with 94 percent of all stocks in 1950, and 63
percent in 1980.20 The impact of this decline in retail share
ownership on voting is amplified by declining retail investor
voting participation.
State and Local Pension Funds Fuel Equity Asset Growth
and Activism. Among categories of institutional investors, the

growth of equity assets under management by state and local
public pension funds is important because these funds tend to be
more progressive in their activism and frequently rely heavily on
the recommendations of proxy advisors. According to Conference
Board data, public pension funds increased their share of total
equity assets from 2.9 percent in 1980 to 10 percent by the end of
2006, while private, trusteed funds (generally corporate pension
plans) saw their share of total equity assets decline from 15.1
percent in 1980 to 13.6 percent in 2006.21
The dramatic growth in U.S. institutional ownership of
corporate equities between 1985 and 2005 is illustrated below in
Figure 1.
FIGURE 1:
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C. Increases in the Volume of Proxy Votes
At the same time that equity assets held by institutional
investors were burgeoning, the volume of proxy votes that many
institutions needed to process grew tremendously. Proxy voting
volumes were increasing due to several factors. An increase in the
number of shareholder activists resulted in an increase in
shareholder proposals due in part to changes in SEC rules
expanding subjects that proposals could address. In addition, the
growth of equity indexing meant that by the 1980s, many
institutions began to hold thousands of equity securities in their
portfolios, as opposed to the few hundred typically owned by
“active” investment managers.22
The tremendous growth in proxy voting in recent decades
shows little evidence of slowing down. During the 2010 proxy
season (Feb. 15 – May 1), Broadridge Financial Solutions, the
primary proxy vote processing firm, reported that it processed over
350 billion shares, up nearly 14 percent from over 308 billion in
2009.23

D. Investors’ Fiduciary Duty to Vote Proxies
After the passage of the Employee Retirement Income
Securities Act of 1974 (ERISA), the U.S. Department of Labor
(DOL) began requiring private pension fund fiduciaries to act
solely in the interests of their plan participants and beneficiaries.
Subsequently, in 1988, DOL released a letter, commonly known as
the “Avon Letter,” stating that shareholder voting rights were
considered valuable plan assets under ERISA, and therefore the
fiduciary duties of loyalty and prudence applied to proxy voting.
The Avon Letter stated:
In general, the fiduciary act of managing plan assets which
are shares of corporate stock would include the voting of
proxies appurtenant to those shares of stock. For example, it
is the Department’s position that the decision as to how
proxies should be voted … are fiduciary acts of plan asset
management.24

The Avon Letter further stated that pension fund fiduciaries,
including those that delegated proxy voting responsibilities to their
investment managers, had a responsibility to monitor and keep
accurate records of their proxy voting.25
The SEC further reinforced the concept of fiduciary duties
related to proxy voting in 2003 by adopting a rule and amendments
under the Investment Advisers Act of 1940 pertaining to mutual
funds and investment advisers.26 The new regulations required
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mutual funds to: 1) disclose their policies and procedures related to
proxy voting and 2) file annually with the Commission a public
report on how they voted on each proxy issue at portfolio
companies.
Similarly, investment advisers were required to: 1) adopt
written proxy voting policies and procedures describing how the
adviser addressed material conflicts between its interests and those
of its clients with respect to proxy voting and how the adviser
would resolve those conflicts in the best interests of clients; 2)
disclose to clients how they could obtain information from the
adviser on how it had voted proxies; and 3) describe to clients all
proxy voting policies and procedures and, upon request, furnish a
copy to them.27
As part of the January 2003 regulations, the SEC also
commented on how investment advisers could deal with conflicts
of interest related to proxy voting that might arise between advisers
and their clients, stating that “an adviser could demonstrate that the
vote was not a product of a conflict of interest if it voted client
securities, in accordance with a pre-determined policy, based upon
the recommendations of an independent third party.”28 In practice,
this commentary provided a considerable degree of fiduciary
“cover” to investment managers who chose to follow the voting
recommendations of proxy advisory firms and reinforced the value
of using such firms. In a letter to Egan-Jones Proxy Services in
May 2004, however, the SEC articulated a duty for investment
advisers to monitor and verify that a proxy advisor was
independent and free of influence:
An investment adviser that retains a third party to make
recommendations regarding how to vote its clients' proxies
should take reasonable steps to verify that the third party is
in fact independent of the adviser based on all of the relevant
facts and circumstances. A third party generally would be
independent of an investment adviser if that person is free
from influence or any incentive to recommend that the
proxies should be voted in anyone's interest other than the
adviser's clients.29

There remain serious concerns by some observers and
regulators whether institutional managers are meeting their
fiduciary duties with regard to proxy voting. For example, in two
articles published in the Latham & Watkins LLP’s Corporate
Governance Commentary, Charles Nathan, co-chair of the firm’s
Corporate Governance Task Force, argues that the bifurcation that
has occurred in the market between investment decision-makers
and those responsible for proxy voting may not meet fiduciary
standards:30
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The effectiveness of this model rests on the assumption that voting
decisions can be delegated to specialists and third-party proxy
advisors so as to fulfill the institution’s fiduciary duties without
imposing undue costs on the institution. It is not clear, however,
that the parallel voting universe that has evolved over the past 25
years successfully discharges institutional investors’ fiduciary
duties of due care and loyalty.31

Although historically there has been very little SEC
enforcement regarding fiduciary duties with respect to proxy
voting, in recent years, the SEC has begun to show interest in the
issue. In 2008, it issued a Compliance Alert letter that described
some of the deficiencies it found in managers’ proxy voting
oversight and operations.32 Then, in May 2009, it settled an
enforcement action against an investment adviser and its Chief
Operating Officer related to that adviser’s proxy policies,
procedures and failure to disclose to clients a material conflict of
interest related to those policies.33 In July 2010, the SEC asked for
public comment on a concept release asking whether rules changes
in the U.S. proxy system should be considered to promote greater
efficiency and transparency.34 Finally, in September 2010, the
New York Stock Exchange Commission on Corporate Governance
issued its final report which contained governance principles
calling for proxy advisory firms to be held to appropriate standards
of transparency and accountability and for institutional investors to
vote their shares in a thoughtful manner and avoid a “‘check the
box mentality.’”35

E. Academic Research Shows Proxy Advisors Have a
Significant Impact on Voting Outcomes
As the factors discussed above have driven investment
managers to rely more heavily on proxy advisors, most large
institutional investors have separated the persons making
investment decisions from the process for voting proxies – either
by delegating voting decisions to a separate internal group or by
outsourcing some or all of the voting process to third-party proxy
advisors.36 Most industry observers concur that proxy advisors,
particularly ISS, now have a significant influence on vote
outcomes. This sentiment was summed up by Delaware Court of
Chancery Vice Chancellor Leo E. Strine Jr., who stated,
“[f]ollowing ISS constitutes a form of insurance against regulatory
criticism, and results in ISS having a large sway in the affairs of
American corporations.”37 In fact, Strine has written that “[t]he
influence of ISS and its competitors over institutional investor
voting behavior is so considerable that traditionalists will be
concerned that any initiative to increase stockholder power will
simply shift more clout to firms of this kind. . . .”38
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While there is little doubt that the proxy advisors influence
voting, a lively academic debate has emerged over exactly how
many votes they can sway. Susan E. Wolf, former Vice President
and Corporate Secretary at Schering-Plough and the former
Chairman of the Society of Corporate Secretaries and Governance
Professionals, has said that some of the organization’s corporate
members think that ISS alone controls one-third or more of their
shareholder votes.39 According to recent statistics from Innisfree
M&A, a proxy solicitation firm, ISS clients typically control 20 to
30 percent of a midcap to largecap company’s outstanding shares,
while Glass Lewis clients typically control 5 to 10 percent.40
Academic Studies Attempt to Quantify ISS Influence.

Several academic studies have been conducted attempting to
quantify how much influence proxy advisors have on the outcome
of issues brought to shareholder votes. In 2002, a study published
in the journal, Financial Management, found that ISS
recommendations had a substantial impact on voting results, with
unfavorable ISS recommendations on management proposals
linked to 13.6 percent to 20.6 percent fewer affirmative votes for
management proposals depending on the specific proposal type.41
Another academic study published by the European Corporate
Governance Institute found that ISS recommendations were
significantly related to the passage of management proposals.42
More recently, a study by three business school professors and
a staff member of the SEC examined ISS voting recommendations
in 198 contested elections from 1992 through 2005, where
dissidents were seeking board seats.43 The study found that ISS
vote recommendations in such situations “are good statistical
predictors of contest outcomes, even after controlling for a variety
of contest, firm, dissident, and management characteristics.”44 In
addition, the study found that ISS proxy recommendations seemed
to play a “certification role” in influencing investors to revise their
assessments of the quality of dissident board nominees.45 Another
study of the influence of four major proxy advisory firms in
director elections concluded that, after controlling for the
underlying factors that influenced advisory firm recommendations,
“advisor recommendations in general, and ISS in particular, appear
to be less influential than commonly perceived,” with ISS voting
recommendations directly swaying 6 to 9 percent of institutional
votes.46 Yet, even with this lower estimate, ISS’s influence over
large companies is frequently greater than the company’s largest
shareholder.
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While the academic debate over exactly what percentage of
votes each proxy advisor can influence on any given issue will no
doubt continue, the fact that proxy advisory firms can influence or
control a significant block of votes on corporate proxy issues is
undeniable. Moreover, the perceived influence of proxy advisors
by board members is just as important as the advisors’ actual
impact. As two White & Case lawyers who studied the industry
recently concluded:
[L]ittle doubt exists that proxy advisors, at a minimum,
have had a meaningful impact on some shareholder votes,
particularly those in connection with closely fought
proposals. Moreover, if most directors believe that ISS has
power – as their actions indicate – boards may do what they
believe ISS wants them to in order to keep their seats,
whether or not their belief is justified. Similarly, if most
institutional investors follow the same proxy advice closely,
the impact of that advice on U.S. corporate governance
could be very significant. For these reasons, it is incumbent
on proxy advisors to operate with full transparency, ideally
pursuant to self-imposed industry-wide standards that result
in clear disclosure to institutional and retail investors alike
in connection with voting recommendations.47

In the current environment where many proxy issues are
increasingly being decided on very close votes, this fact reinforces
the need to ensure the integrity of the process by which those
advisors are making vote recommendations. Based on the conduct
of the industry so far, self-regulation will not accomplish this goal.

F. Regulatory Changes Will Increase Further the
Number and Influence of Proxy Votes
Recent significant changes in financial regulations promise to
further increase the volume and impact of proxy votes and the
influence of the proxy advisory firm industry. These changes
include:
•
•
•
•

the proliferation of majority voting;
mandatory say on pay votes;
elimination of broker discretionary voting in uncontested
director elections and on compensation matters; and
new SEC rules governing proxy access in the nomination of
directors.

While the impact of any one of these changes on the power and
influence of proxy advisory firms might not be overwhelming, the
cumulative impact of all of them – and the way that these measures
interact – is likely to dramatically increase the power of the proxy
advisors and cause significant unintended consequences. This is
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particularly significant, because there is no effective supervision of
the proxy advisors beyond the minimal regulatory oversight
associated with being an investment adviser for those firms that
have voluntarily chosen to register as investment advisers.
The potential impact and significance of each of these key
regulatory changes on the proxy advisory industry is discussed
below.
Majority Voting. A fundamental right of shareholders under
state corporate law is the right to elect corporate directors. Until
several years ago, virtually all U.S. companies elected their
directors using plurality voting. Under a plurality voting system,
the director nominees who receive the most votes are elected up to
the maximum number of directors to be chosen in the election
without regard to votes “withheld,” voted against or not cast. In an
uncontested election, however, this system effectively means that a
single vote cast “for” a nominee would be sufficient to win that
nominee a board seat.

Beginning in 2004, a number of shareholder groups and union
pension funds mounted campaigns to urge companies to embody a
majority voting standard in their bylaws, corporate charters or
governance documents. Under majority voting, a director typically
needs to obtain support from a majority of the shares cast in order
to be legally elected.48 The United Brotherhood of Carpenters &
Joiners of America (Carpenters Union) was among the early
supporters of majority voting, submitting 12 shareholder proposals
on the issue in 2004. In 2005, encouraged by the voting support
for its proposals the previous year, the Carpenters Union and other
building trade union funds submitted 89 proposals on majority
voting of which 16 garnered majority support from shareholders.49
Also in 2005, the Council of Institutional Investors launched a
letter-writing campaign to 1,500 of the largest U.S. corporations
requesting them to adopt majority voting in uncontested director
elections.50 In 2006, the Model Business Corporation Act
(MBCA) and the Delaware General Corporation Law were
amended to facilitate the adoption of majority voting by company
boards or by shareholders.
Major public and union pension funds, such as the California
Public Employees Retirement System (CalPERS) and American
Federation of State, County and Municipal Employees (AFSCME),
joined the majority voting campaign by submitting nonbinding
shareholder proposals calling for the adoption of majority voting at
dozens of companies, and these proposals have continued to attract
strong support. In 2010, for instance, 19 proposals were submitted
seeking the adoption of majority voting received majority
shareholder support.51
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Overall, the changes in Delaware law and the MBCA, as well
as the shareholder campaigns in favor of adoption of a majority
voting standard, have been quite effective, at least among the
largest U.S. corporations. More than two-thirds of the companies
in the S&P 500 Index have now adopted some form of majority
voting – making it the de facto standard among large
corporations.52
The impact of the widespread adoption of majority voting is to
greatly increase the leverage that investors (and hence proxy
advisory firms) have over corporate directors. Because most
shareholder proposals are advisory in nature, some companies have
chosen not to implement specific proposals with which they
disagree, even when those proposals have been supported by a
majority of shareholders.53 A number of proxy advisory firms and
investors have reacted to such company decisions not to implement
majority shareholder-supported governance measures by
“withholding” votes from incumbent directors up for election at
these companies. Under plurality voting elections, such “no vote”
campaigns or recommendations were essentially symbolic. Under
new majority voting regimes, however, they have the potential to
unseat directors – or at a minimum put boards in the awkward
position of explaining why they should override the wishes of a
majority of their shareholders.
Shareholder Say on Pay and Related Compensation
Votes. In recent years, a relatively small number of U.S.

companies, under pressure from shareholder campaigns, have
voluntarily implemented nonbinding shareholder votes on
executive compensation (commonly referred to as say on pay
votes). Reflecting the platform of the Obama Administration,
Congress embraced the idea, first by making annual say on pay
votes mandatory for all U.S. companies that were recipients of
taxpayer funds under the Troubled Asset Relief Program (TARP),
which was signed into law in October 2008.54 It expanded say on
pay to all U.S. public companies in the Dodd-Frank Wall Street
Reform and Consumer Protection Act, which was enacted on July
21, 2010.55
Although nearly 200 shareholder proposals requesting that
individual companies adopt an advisory say on pay vote had been
filed since between January 2006 and October 2010, collectively,
these resolutions received majority support from shareholders less
than 30 percent of the time.56 What activists had difficulty
achieving through company votes, they achieved through
legislation. Section 951 of the Dodd-Frank Act requires
corporations to hold a nonbinding shareholder say on pay vote at
least once every three years to “approve” executive compensation
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as disclosed in the proxy statement. In addition, the Act requires a
separate shareholder vote at least once every six years to determine
whether such say on pay votes should be held annually, biennially
or triennially. The new requirements apply to shareholder
meetings which occur after January 21, 2011, meaning virtually all
companies will have to hold a “say on pay” and a “frequency” vote
during the 2011 proxy season.
The Dodd-Frank Act includes several other provisions that will
enhance the power of proxy advisors. These include a requirement
that executive compensation payments related to a sale, merger,
acquisition or other disposition of assets requiring shareholder
approval be disclosed in a more detailed manner and, in certain
cases, subject to a nonbinding shareholder vote. The law also
requires all institutional investors subject to reporting under the
Securities and Exchange Act of 1934 to report annually on how
they voted on all say on pay and golden parachute votes.
The overall impact of these provisions will be to put many
more compensation-related votes on corporate ballots and to make
the voting records of many more institutions on these issues a
matter of public record. Because many institutional investors will
not have the time or resources to evaluate the executive
compensation practices for their portfolio holdings of up to 10,000
publicly held companies, they will need to rely on outside services,
especially proxy advisors, for analysis and voting
recommendations on compensation matters.
A recent survey of 251 companies by Towers Watson, a global
professional services firm, found that 59 percent of respondents
believed that proxy advisors already have significant influence on
executive pay decision-making processes at U.S. companies.57
Some shareholder activists agree and predict that the advisory firm
role will be strengthened. Edward Durkin, director of corporate
affairs at the Carpenters Union, has noted it will be impossible for
most institutional investors to vote on hundreds or thousands of
compensation plans unless they rely on the advice of proxy
advisory firms. “If you have an annual say on pay vote and you
exercise your voting responsibility as we do … it’d be
overwhelming,” said Durkin, whose union owns stakes in 3,500
companies.58
Proxy advisory firms clearly anticipate that say on pay will
expand their influence. Patrick McGurn, Special Counsel to ISS,
noted this point in 2010 while admonishing corporations to provide
executive summaries for the Compensation Discussion and
Analysis (CD&A) sections of their proxy statements. As filings
became more voluminous, investors would not search through long
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CD&As, McGurn said, so a failure to provide an executive
summary means “you are giving more power to proxy advisors,”
who would read through the whole document.59 Earlier, Peter
Clapman, the former Senior Vice President and Chief Counsel for
TIAA-CREF, expressed a similar sentiment, but questioned the
wisdom of this approach:
If applied to a universe of 10,000-plus public companies in
the U.S. (in contrast to far fewer companies in the U.K.),
most shareholders simply will not devote the necessary staff
resources to vote intelligently as individual shareholders
and will outsource the voting decision. The inevitable
consequence would be to transfer considerable discretionary power over individual company compensation practices to the proxy advisory firms. I question that such an
approach will serve the long-term best interests of shareholders.60

The overall effect of say on pay will be to increase the
influence of proxy advisory firms as investors grapple with more
than 16,000 additional proxy votes in 2011, many of which will
require an understanding of each company’s pay philosophy and
arrangements.
Elimination of Broker Discretionary Voting in Uncontested
Elections and on Key Compensation Issues. In the current

U.S. proxy system, broker-dealers have a significant influence on
proxy voting outcomes in their role as intermediaries between
retail investors and corporate issuers. Public company
shareholders can hold shares in one of two ways: directly, as
record holders, or indirectly, in so-called “street name” accounts
through their brokers. Under SEC and New York Stock Exchange
(NYSE) rules, when investor shares are held with brokers in “street
name,” the broker is required to deliver proxy materials to the
shareholder with a request for specific voting instructions on any
matters to be voted on at the annual meeting.
Under NYSE Rule 452, if the broker does not receive voting
instructions by the 10th day preceding a company’s annual
meeting, the broker is allowed to exercise discretionary voting
authority to vote on all matters deemed “routine” by the NYSE.
Brokers are not allowed to vote on matters deemed “non-routine”
by the NYSE, such as shareholder proposals, without a specific
instruction from the shareholder.
Until recently, votes to elect directors in uncontested elections
were considered “routine” matters under NYSE Rule 452. On July
1, 2009, however, the SEC approved an amendment to that rule to
eliminate broker discretionary voting in uncontested elections.61
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The amendment applied to director elections on or after January 1,
2010, and affects all public companies, not just those listed on the
NYSE. The change was made by the NYSE following the
recommendation of its Proxy Working Group. It was based
heavily on arguments that voting in director elections is one of the
most important ways that shareholders can influence corporate
governance and that this right should be limited to those who hold
an economic interest in the company.
The rule change is potentially quite significant because broker
discretionary votes have typically been cast in favor of
management and can comprise up to 20 percent of proxy votes at
some companies. With a dramatic increase in elections where
directors receive significant numbers of “withheld” votes in recent
years, the elimination of broker discretionary voting could result in
more directors failing to achieve majority support from
shareholders.62
The NYSE’s amendment to Rule 452 has also influenced
legislation addressing the financial crisis. The 2010 Dodd-Frank
Act directs the SEC to issue new regulations prohibiting broker
discretionary voting of client securities held in street name on
executive compensation issues, including say on pay and golden
parachute votes as well as “any other significant matter” as
determined by the Commission.63 The legislation effectively
extends the rationale of prohibiting uninstructed broker votes in
director elections to compensation issues – with the inference that
say on pay votes are important ways shareholders can influence
executive compensation. However, many believe that the effect
will be to disenfranchise many retail shareholders, thus further
strengthening the dominance of institutional investors in the proxy
voting process.
In sum, the elimination of broker discretionary voting in
director elections and on important compensation matters will
erode the impact of retail investors in proxy voting and enhance
the influence of institutional investors. It will also further expand
the power of the proxy advisory services over governance matters.
Proxy Access for the Nomination of Directors. On August
25, 2010, the SEC voted by a 3 to 2 margin to enact a rule granting
“proxy access” to certain shareholders for the purpose of
nominating directors on a company’s proxy ballot.64 The rule will
allow shareholders meeting certain ownership requirements (three
percent of a company’s shares held continuously for a minimum of
three years) to nominate directors comprising up to 25 percent of
the board on the company’s proxy card. The rule applies to all
U.S. corporations, but it exempts small companies from
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compliance with the rule for a period of three years.65 The SEC
also amended Rule 14a-8 to allow shareholder proposals seeking
bylaw amendments relating to proxy access.66 The rule allows
shareholders to use such proposals to alter proxy access restrictions
at specific companies to make them less stringent – but not more
stringent – than the requirements set in the SEC’s rule.
The final proxy access rule was adopted after hundreds of
public comments were filed on the SEC’s proposed rule, which
was released in May 2009. A vote on a final rule was delayed until
after final Congressional passage of financial reform legislation,
with many observers speculating that the delay was due to
concerns by the SEC about possible court challenges to its
statutory authority to enact proxy access. The Dodd-Frank Act
sought to address such concerns by explicitly authorizing the SEC
to adopt rules governing proxy access. However, the validity of
the rule is being challenged in federal court,67 and the SEC has
suspended its implementation pending the court’s ruling. If the
rule is ultimately upheld, the long-term impact will be to increase
the number of contested elections on which institutional investors
need to vote. As Judy Schub, former Managing Director of the
Committee on Investment of Employee Benefit Assets (CIEBA),
an association of more than 100 of the largest U.S. private sector
pension plans, noted in a comment letter to the SEC on proxy
access:
CIEBA members are also concerned that the proposal, as
drafted, will enhance the authority of the proxy advisory
services. Currently, only three organizations control the
business, with one of the three enjoying the dominant
market position. There is little oversight or regulation of
these proxy advisory services by any public entity nor is
there any meaningful disclosure about the significant role
they play in proxy voting decisions. They exercise
significant power over corporate governance since the vast
majority of institutional investors use their guidance on
proxy voting. These new proxy access standards will give
them even greater power over the election of boards of
directors.68

In sum, the proxy advisory industry has greatly expanded its
power and influence over corporate governance in the U.S. in
recent decades. This expansion is the result of a combination of
underlying economic factors – which have driven institutions to
look for third-party help in dealing with ever increasing workloads
related to proxy voting – coupled with regulatory developments
that have both directly and indirectly encouraged the use of proxy
advisors.
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IV. The Proxy Advisory Firms and
Their Services
Proxy advisors play a significant and growing role in
influencing shareholder votes in the U.S. and global proxy voting
system. The industry in the U.S. is highly concentrated, with a
handful of firms controlling virtually the entire market for proxy
research and advice and one entity – Institutional Shareholder
Services – holding a dominant market position. In theory, proxy
advisors are subject to significant regulatory standards that govern
their conduct. In practice, however, there have been few, if any,
constraints on proxy advisors, and there is significant concern by
companies, investors and others that conflicts of interests influence
their recommendations. This section will briefly describe the
history and services provided by each of the proxy advisory firms,
which puts into context the conflicts and operations concerns
discussed later in this paper.

A. Institutional Shareholder Services
Institutional Shareholder Services (ISS), the dominant firm in
the proxy advisory business, is currently a division of MSCI Inc., a
leading provider of investment decision support tools and indexes
to investors worldwide. ISS has undergone two changes in
ownership in recent years: in January 2007, it was purchased by
RiskMetrics Group Inc. for $542.6 million in cash and stock.69
RiskMetrics is a leading provider of risk assessment and wealth
management products that was spun off from J.P Morgan Chase &
Co. in 1998. Then, after RiskMetrics went public in January 2008,
RiskMetrics was acquired by MSCI on June 1, 2010, in a cash and
stock transaction valued at $1,572.4 million.70
ISS is a Delaware corporation that is also a registered
investment adviser regulated by the SEC. ISS is headquartered in
Rockville, Maryland, and maintains offices in New York City,
Chicago, Illinois, Norman, Oklahoma, London and Makati City,
Philippines. It also has affiliates in Europe, Canada, Japan and
Australia and has between 500 and 1,000 employees worldwide.71
History and Ownership: ISS was founded in 1985 by Robert
A.G. Monks, a former administrator of the Office of Pension and
Welfare Benefits Programs at the U.S. Department of Labor under
President Reagan, who also appointed him as one of the founding
trustees of the Federal Employees’ Retirement System. Monks
served as President of ISS from 1985 to 1990.
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ISS has a long history of acting as a consolidator within the
proxy industry as well as being bought and sold itself at ever
increasing valuations. A list of the major acquisitions by, and
purchases of, ISS is shown in Table 1 below. As of 2010, it had
made at least eight acquisitions of other firms in the proxy
advisory, governance and corporate responsibility sectors since
1985.
TABLE 1: Timeline of Institutional Shareholder Services

(ISS): The Proxy Industry Consolidator
1985 – ISS founded by Robert A.G. Monks
June 1995 – ISS is acquired by the CDA unit of Thomson
Financial Services, a unit of The Thomson Corp.
1997 – ISS acquires Proxy Voter Services, a proxy advisor to
union funds
August 2001 – Proxy Monitor purchases ISS from Thomson
Financial, with major financial backing from Warburg Pincus,
Hermes Investment Management Ltd. and others for a reported
sale price of $45 million. The merged company retains the ISS
name and installs Robert C.S. Monks, son of Robert A.G. Monks,
as Chairman
May 2005 – ISS completes acquisition of the corporate
governance unit of Brussels-based Deminor International for $1.0
million
June 2005 – ISS completes acquisition of Proxy Australia Pty
Ltd., Australia’s leading governance research firm for $0.7 million
August 2005 – ISS completes acquisition of IRRC, a leading U.S.
proxy research firm for $14.3 million
January 2007 – RiskMetrics completes acquisition of ISS for
$542.6 million in cash and stock
July 2007 – RiskMetrics announces definitive agreement to
acquire the Center for Financial Research and Analysis (CFRA), a
leading financial forensic analysis firm, for $61.4 million
January 2008 – RiskMetrics prices IPO
February 2009 – RiskMetrics announces acquisition of Innovest
Strategic Value Advisers, an environmental investing research firm
for $14.3 million in cash
November 2009 – RiskMetrics completes acquisition of KLD
Research and Analytics, a leading ES&G research firm for $9.9
million in cash
June 2010 – MSCI completes acquisition of RiskMetrics Group for
nearly $1.6 billion
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ISS was sold by its founders in June 1995 to a unit of Thomson
Financial Services (currently Thomson Reuters), a Canadian
publishing and information services conglomerate. Six years later,
in August 2001, Thomson sold ISS for a reported $45 million to a
group of financial investors, including the U.S. private equity firm
Warburg Pincus, Hermes Investment Management Ltd. (a unit of
the Hermes Group, a wholly-owned subsidiary of the BT Pension
Scheme – the pension fund for the U.K.’s largest
telecommunications firm). Together, Warburg Pincus and Hermes
owned approximately 57 percent of the equity in ISS.72 The sale
included a reverse merger into a smaller proxy advisory firm called
Proxy Monitor, with the merged firm retaining the ISS name.
Interestingly, Robert C.S. Monks, the son of ISS’s founder, was
named chairman of the merged company, a post he held until the
company’s sale to RiskMetrics in 2007.
Several years after the merger with Proxy Monitor, in 2005,
ISS embarked on an acquisition strategy, purchasing in rapid
succession three proxy research and governance businesses – the
commercial business assets of the Investor Responsibility Research
Center (IRRC), the governance business of Belgium-based
Deminor International and Proxy Australia Pty Ltd. The three
purchases augmented ISS’s already dominant worldwide market
position at that time. After being purchased by the RiskMetrics
Group, Inc. in 2007, several additional firms were integrated into
ISS – notably CFRA, Innovest Strategic Value Advisers and KLD
Research & Analytics. CFRA was a leading forensic accounting
analysis firm and Innovest and KLD each had a long history of
providing environmental, social and governance research to
institutional investors.
A comment by MSCI CEO Henry Fernandez at the time of the
closing of MSCI’s purchase of RiskMetrics has led to speculation
that the ISS segment of RiskMetrics could be sold again.
Fernandez called the ISS part of RiskMetrics “non-core” in an
investor conference call, but said the firm planned to retain it
because of its cash generation.73 Ethan Berman, the CEO of ISS
since 1998, later reinforced the possibility of an ISS sale, saying
that selling ISS “is not the intent but is a possibility.”74 As of
August 2010, persistent market rumors were circulating that ISS
was again being shopped, with private equity firms showing
interest.
Current Services and Business. According to the 2009 Form

10-K filing for RiskMetrics Group, ISS provided services to
approximately 2,970 clients as of year-end 2009 through a network
of 20 offices in 12 countries.75 ISS divides its services into two
general categories: Governance Services and Financial Research
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and Analysis Services. Within the Governance Services segment,
the company further categorizes its services into three business
areas: Proxy Research and Voting, Global Proxy Distribution
Services and Securities Class Action Services.
Regarding proxy research and voting, the company notes that it
is the largest firm in the industry and says that it “offers a fullyintegrated, end-to-end proxy voting service, including policy
creation, comprehensive research, vote recommendations, reliable
vote execution and reporting and analytical tools.”76 It says it
issued proxy research and recommendations for more than 37,000
shareholder meetings in 108 countries and voted, on behalf of its
clients, more than 7.6 million ballots representing over 1.3 trillion
shares in 2009.
The Global Proxy Distribution Services business offers a
global proxy distribution solution to custodian banks for non-U.S.
securities through a single platform. The Securities Class Action
Services business delivers class action monitoring and claims filing
services to institutional investors who have potential recovery
rights in class action lawsuits.
In its Financial Research and Analysis segment, ISS has four
principal business lines: CFRA forensic accounting research,
Environmental, Social & Governance Services (ES&G), M&A
Edge and Compensation Advisory Services. The CFRA forensic
accounting research provides risk analysis reports on earnings and
cash flow quality, legal and regulatory risk and general business
health for more than 10,000 companies worldwide. The ES&G
Services include screening and modeling tools to allow
institutional investors to apply social guidelines or restrictions to
portfolios as well as company-specific reports, profiles and
analytics. The M&A Edge service provides in-depth analysis on
proposed merger and acquisition transactions and proxy contests.
The Compensation Advisory Services provide products and
services designed to allow compensation professionals and
corporate board members to model, optimize and benchmark
executive compensation plans. This segment offers both corporate
advisory services that include access to compensation analysts or a
web-based compensation modeling tool that measures the cost of
equity incentive plans using ISS’s proprietary binomial option
pricing model. This sale of consulting services to corporations at
the same time it is advising investors how to vote on management
and shareholder proposals on the same issues has been a highly
criticized and controversial aspect of ISS’s business model.
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Significant Share of Goodwill Written Off in Recent Years.

ISS’s revenues and profitability for 2009 are disclosed in
RiskMetrics’ 2009 Form 10-K filing, which shows total 2009 ISS
revenues of $144.7 million, up 2.0 percent from $141.8 million in
2008.77 On a product basis, Governance Services (mainly proxy
research and voting) accounted for $92.4 million in revenues,
while Financial Research and Analysis accounted for $52.3
million. ISS segment income from operations in 2009 was $10.9
million, up from a loss of $148.7 million in 2008, when results
were negatively impacted by a $154.2 million non-cash writedown to ISS goodwill “primarily as a result of the negative equity
market conditions which caused a material decline in industry
market multiples in the second half of 2008” and a $5.9 million
write-down related to an ISS product trademark.78
Consulting Services May Support Advisory Operations.

ISS has also disclosed on its website that approximately 17 percent
of its total revenues are generated from its ICS subsidiary, which
provides consulting services to corporations.79 This consulting
revenue is highly significant because it is widely believed to be
highly profitable to ISS (because much of it results from charging
corporations for use of elements of the ISS compensation model).
In fact, some observers believe that without this highly profitable
revenue source, ISS’s operations would be unprofitable or, at best,
only marginally profitable. This may account for the firm’s
reluctance to spin-off or otherwise separate this business – in spite
of the tremendous amount of criticism it has engendered for
creating conflicts of interest, as discussed in depth later in this
paper.
Offshoring. In recent years, ISS has made a major push to

reduce its cost structure by locating much of its data collection and
research activities outside the United States, particularly to the
Philippines. The 2009 RiskMetrics Form 10-K acknowledges the
importance of this, stating:
ISS' clients outsource proxy voting and vote reporting to ISS.
We have had success in meeting client requirements while
also increasing our transactional volume through increased
automation and by leveraging our operations center in
Manila, Philippines. This operations center reduces the
operational cost per transaction and has been a key
component of our success.80

In March 2010, ISS introduced a new scoring system designed
to measure corporate governance practices known as Governance
Risk Indicators (or GRId). The new indicator is based on an
evaluation of a company’s compliance with what ISS has
determined are “best practices” in four key governance areas:
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audit, board structure, shareholder rights and compensation.
Scores for U.S. companies are based on answers to 63 questions in
these areas. The GRId corporate governance indicator replaced a
former ISS indicator known as the Corporate Governance Quotient
(CGQ), which ISS had widely promoted for years as a useful
indicator for assessing corporate governance. CGQ scores were
discredited by some academic studies, however, which found that
they did not predict future financial performance or governancerelated outcomes or provide useful information to shareholders.81

B. Glass, Lewis & Co.
Glass, Lewis & Co. was founded in January 2003 and is the
second largest firm in the proxy advisory industry. It is currently
an indirect wholly-owned subsidiary of The Ontario Teachers’
Pension Plan Board (OTPP), one of the largest pension systems in
Canada, which creates the potential for considerable conflicts as
well. The firm has more than 100 employees and is headquartered
in San Francisco, California, with offices in New York, Sydney,
Paris and Tokyo. Glass Lewis is organized as a limited liability
corporation, incorporated in Delaware, and is not registered as an
investment adviser with the SEC.82
History and Ownership. Gregory P. Taxin, Lawrence M.
Howell, and Kevin J. Cameron, co-founded Glass, Lewis & Co. in
2003.83 Taxin had been an investment banker at Bank of America
Securities and Epoch Partners, as well as a Vice President in the
investment banking division at Goldman, Sachs & Co. Howell
also had a background as an investment banker at Goldman Sachs
and Morgan Stanley & Co. and, since 1996, had been the
managing partner at Howell Capital, an investment consulting and
advisory firm. Cameron was a lawyer who had served as the
general counsel of Moxi Digital, a technology venture, and
Northpoint Communications, a telecommunications firm. Taxin
became Glass Lewis’ CEO, Howell served as chairman and
Cameron became president.

According to Rustic Canyon Partners, a venture capital firm
that was an early investor in the firm, Glass Lewis was initially
capitalized by its founders and a group of research analysts,
accountants, publishers and bankers.84
The firm grew relatively quickly after its initial launch due in
part to the fact that while it did not initially have an electronic
voting platform to provide comprehensive voting services, it
negotiated an arrangement with IRRC in late 2003 to make its
proxy analyses and recommendations available to IRRC’s voting
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clients. The deal provided Glass Lewis with a fast and efficient
way to reach IRRC’s hundreds of voting clients. (IRRC was
interested because its research reports did not offer voting
recommendations – which were increasingly demanded by many
institutional investors.) By the time IRRC was purchased by ISS
in 2005, many of its clients had already been exposed to Glass
Lewis’ research and kept their services with that firm (which had
by then developed its own voting platform).
The firm also diversified its offerings to include forensic
accounting reports and alerts designed to aid investors in spotting
companies with suspicious accounting practices – a timely service
in the wake of accounting scandals at companies such as Enron
and WorldCom. It also developed, in conjunction with several
business professors, a governance-enhanced S&P 500 Index,
dubbed the board accountability index, which was designed to
weight companies in the index based on their governance
characteristics.
In September 2005, Glass Lewis raised approximately $4
million through the sale of preferred stock in the firm to accredited
investors. An SEC filing for the offering at that time listed – in
addition to the founders and Rustic Canyon – three additional
owners: Lynn Turner, Shamrock Estate Holdings LLC (Burbank,
Cal.) and Ojibawa Investment Partners (Chicago, Ill.)85 Turner
was a former chief accountant at the SEC who was recruited in
2003 to be Glass Lewis’ managing director of research. By 2006,
Glass Lewis had about 200 clients and was rapidly expanding its
research coverage to overseas markets.
In August 2006, Glass Lewis announced that Xinhua Finance
Ltd., a leading financial information and media provider in China,
had purchased a 19.9 percent stake in the company. Then, in
December, it announced that Xinhua would exercise an option to
purchase the remaining equity in the firm, with the deal expected
to close in early 2007. The total purchase price for the Glass
Lewis, paid partly in cash, but mostly in Xinhua Finance stock,
was approximately $45 million. Xinhua Finance is headquartered
in Shanghai, China, has its stock listed on the Mothers Board of the
Tokyo Stock Exchange and is incorporated as a holding company
in the Cayman Islands.86 In announcing the transaction, Glass
Lewis said it planned to expand its coverage to Chinese and other
emerging market companies, but would continue to operate as a
separate company with its existing management, client service and
research teams.87
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Within months after closing its deal with Xinhua Finance
though, there were ominous signs of trouble at the parent company.
In March 2007, Xinhua Media, the unit of Xinhua Finance of
which Glass Lewis was part, raised $300 million through an initial
public stock offering in the U.S. Media reports soon emerged,
however, that the IPO prospectus had failed to disclose that Shelly
Singhal, the CFO of Xinhua Finance and Xinhua Media, had
performed investment banking services for two companies that had
been exposed as frauds and that he was being sued in California
civil court for racketeering.
In April, it was announced that CEO Greg Taxin would leave
Glass Lewis for a new position focused on business development
at Xinhua Finance Ltd. and would be replaced by Katherine Rabin.
Then, in May, two of Glass Lewis’ prominent senior executives
quit. First, Jonathan Weil, a managing director who was a former
Wall Street Journal reporter, announced he was leaving, stating
publicly in his resignation letter that he was "uncomfortable and
deeply disturbed by the conduct, background and activities of our
new parent company Xinhua Finance Ltd., its senior management,
and its directors. To protect my reputation, I no longer can be
associated with Glass Lewis or Xinhua Finance."88 The following
week, on May 21, 2007, Lynn Turner, the firm’s managing director
for research, also announced he would resign from the firm, citing
“recent changes in ownership.”89
The disclosures left Glass, Lewis & Co., which had built its
reputation largely on its ability to identify corporate accounting
problems, scrambling to retain its clients, many of whom were also
reported to be uneasy over the prospect of purchasing proxy and
forensic accounting research from a firm now owned by an
information and media conglomerate with close ties to the Chinese
government. By October 2007, it was announced that Xinhua
Finance would sell Glass Lewis to the Ontario Teachers’ Pension
Plan for $46 million. OTPP was a client of Glass Lewis and had
helped to create a Canadian investor group dedicated to improving
corporate governance.90
Current Services and Business. According to Glass
Lewis’s website, the firm provides research and analysis on more
than 16,000 companies around the world. The company lists six
services it provides: Risk Alerts, Risk Monitor, Proxy Research
and Voting Solutions, Trend Reports, Share Recall Service and
Class Action Settlement Solutions. The firm is not registered as an
investment adviser and hence is not directly regulated by the SEC.
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Risk Alerts and Risk Monitor are web-based applications that
enable investors to monitor public companies for signs of unusual
risk or developments that could harm shareholders and provide
rankings of a company’s relative risk based on more than 30 data
patterns that Glass Lewis has identified as predictive of risk to
shareholder value. The services provide a review of earnings
quality and presents relative risk scores for more than 4,200 North
American securities.
Glass Lewis says its proxy research service, called Proxy
Paper, covers more than 16,000 public companies in 70 countries.
The company says Proxy Paper is available “as a standalone
service or as part of a turnkey solution that encompasses all aspects
of the proxy voting process - including reconciliation, vote
execution, record keeping and reporting, Form NPX and Web
hosting.”91 The company says its voting platform and system,
called Viewpoint, is designed to provide accurate, transparent and
auditable voting.
Glass Lewis’s Trend Reports are comprehensive studies on
accounting issues and regulatory developments that
disproportionately affect certain industries of companies. Its Share
Recall Service is designed to allow institutions that lend shares to
maximize these programs by selectively recalling shares on loan,
for certain important proxies, based on a proprietary algorithm that
analyzes and scores various factors such as accounting
restatements, excessive executive compensation and prior year
voting results. Its Class Action Settlement Solutions handles all
aspects of class action claims, including identifying eligible claims
and amounts, filing claims, following up on rejections and auditing
amounts recovered against claim amounts.

C. Proxy Governance, Inc.
Proxy Governance Inc. (PGI) was founded in June 2004 by
Steven Wallman, who served as an SEC Commissioner from 1994
to 1997 under President Clinton. Until December 2010, the firm
was a wholly-owned subsidiary of FOLIOfn, Inc., a financial
services and technology firm based in McLean, Virginia, where
Wallman serves as CEO. Proxy Governance was incorporated in
Virginia and the firm was registered as an investment adviser with
the SEC. On December 20, 2010, Glass Lewis announced that it
had “entered into an agreement with Proxy Governance, Inc.
(‘PGI’) to provide proxy voting and advisory services to PGI’s
clients.”92 This announcement went relatively unnoticed and
neither Glass Lewis’s, nor Proxy Governance’s websites have yet
to reflect this corporate change. In order to provide a complete
understanding of the proxy advisory industry, we have included the
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history and services provided by Proxy Governance that will now
be assumed by Glass Lewis.
History and Ownership. According to Proxy Governance’s
website, a proxy advisory and voting service was part of the
original business plan for FOLIOfn, which was founded in 1998.
That firm started to build a proxy service in 1999 and 2000, but
those plans were put on hold after the steep market downturn
following the Sept. 11, 2001, terrorist attacks. The PGI website
says FOLIOfn reinitiated work on the service in 2003, following
the development of a favorable regulatory environment that would
expand the market for proxy advisory services. The firm
completed work on its initial product offering in late 2004, and
launched its advisory service for the 2005 proxy season. The
firm’s launch was partially financed through a one-year bulk
subscription agreement with The Business Roundtable, an
association of CEOs of leading U.S. corporations, on behalf of its
member companies.93

Proxy Governance’s parent firm, FOLIOfn, Inc., also owns a
registered broker-dealer, FOLIOfn Investments, Inc., which offers
an integrated brokerage and technology platform that allows clients
to purchase and trade customizable portfolios of securities in a
single transaction. The owners of the parent firm are listed in
Proxy Governance’s 2009 Form ADV as Steven M. H. Wallman,
MVC Capital, Inc. (a business name for the MEVC Draper Fisher
Jurvetson Fund 1, Inc.) and FISCOP LLC.94 FISCOP LLC is, in
turn, majority-owned by Broderick Management LLC, which is
owned by billionaire investor, Gordon P. Getty.95
Services and Business. Proxy Governance offered proxy
research, vote recommendations and voting services. On its
website, the company says that it has developed “a better approach
to proxy analysis: providing advice with the goal of truly building
long-term shareholder value.”96 Rather than looking at issues in
isolation, the firm says it “evaluates proxy issues and makes voting
recommendations on an issue-by-company basis, considering a
company’s performance record, business environment,
management strength, corporate governance and other factors.”97
The firm says it offers “a comprehensive range of flexible, Webbased proxy advisory, voting and reporting services.”98 It says its
coverage universe is based on the securities held in client
portfolios and that coverage for some non-U.S. markets is provided
through partnerships with other proxy advisory firms. In
particular, Proxy Governance maintained a relationship for
coverage of many European and Asian securities with Manifest
Information Services, Ltd., a U.K.-based proxy research and voting
firm.
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According to its 2009 Form ADV, Proxy Governance had
between 11 and 50 employees and less than 100 clients.99 Until
December 20, 2010, Michael Ryan served as the President and
COO of Proxy Governance, a position he had held since June
2008. It is unclear whether Ryan will join Glass Lewis following
its assumption of Proxy Governance’s proxy voting and advisory
services.
In early 2010, Proxy Governance began to explore a possible
change in its business model. In a concept summary it made
available to some industry participants in June 2010, the firm said
it was considering a “radical change” to restructure itself into a
non-profit entity called the Proxy Governance Institute.100 The
concept summary stated that the “current for-profit business model
is a barrier to serving the full range of investors, including
individual investors” and that a superior approach would be “to
redeploy PG’s services in a new business model supported by user
fees and supplemented by third-party sponsorship.”101
The summary noted that investors and issuers spent hundreds
of millions of dollars annually preparing and distributing proxies
and soliciting votes, but said that the business opportunities for
providing access to corporate governance and voting services were
“substantially narrower than the wide-ranging need for these
services. As a result, many investors – especially individual
investors and small and medium-size institutions – are unserved or
underserved,” the summary said.102 The proposed new entity
would serve institutional and individual investors, not provide
consulting services to issuers and “offer basic corporate
governance and proxy voting services for free and reduced
cost.”103 The new institute would have a transparent proxy voting
policy that was subject to public comment, would provide “due
process” to enable shareholder proponents and issuers to appeal
recommendations, and would have a Board of Governors
comprised of investors, issuers and directors.104

D. Egan-Jones Proxy Services
Egan-Jones Proxy Services was incorporated in 2002 to
provide proxy advisory services. The firm is not registered as an
investment advisor with the SEC although its parent firm is
registered with the SEC as a Nationally Recognized Statistical
Rating Organization (NRSRO).
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History and Ownership. Egan-Jones Proxy Services is a

division of Egan-Jones Ratings Company, which was founded in
1994. The firm is based in Haverford, Pennsylvania. The
founding principals of the firm are Sean J. Egan and Bruce Jones.
Egan is a former banker who worked at Chemical Bank (now part
of J.P. Morgan Chase & Co.) and then with KPMG as a consultant
to banks before starting a research firm called Red Flag Research
in 1992. Egan hired Jones, a former Moody’s analyst, and the firm
was renamed Egan-Jones and issued its first ratings in 1995.105
Egan-Jones Ratings differs from the largest credit rating
agencies, including Standard & Poor’s Corp. and Moody’s
Investors Service, in that it is not paid by issuers to rate securities,
but solely by institutional investors. In 2008, the firm was granted
status as a NRSRO by the SEC.106 Egan-Jones Ratings Services
has approximately 400 institutional investor clients, but it is not
known how many of these utilize the firm’s proxy service.107
Current Services and Business. Egan-Jones says on its

website that it provides proxy research, recommendations and
voting services for both U.S. and foreign proxy proposals on an
annual subscription basis, with prices based on the number of
securities held. It says it offers two sets of voting guidelines so
clients can choose whether to vote in accordance with Taft-Hartley
concerns or whether overall shareholder value considerations
should take precedence. The company says it provides the
following integrated proxy services: set-up, notification of
meetings, research and recommendations, voting guidelines and
client override flexibility, execution of votes, and vote disclosure
and guidelines.108
Egan-Jones indicates that unlike some of its competitors, it is
“completely independent” and does not receive any compensation
for proxy consultation services from corporate managers or board
members and is therefore better able to represent shareholders and
Taft-Hartley clients' interests.109 The company says that it has a
“deep bench of very experienced credit risk analysts” from its
credit ratings business and, therefore, when proxy votes involve
corporate finance issues, its experts can “scrutinize these numbers
with a trained eye instead of just accepting management’s
expectations.”110 The company also says it is revolutionizing the
proxy industry with low fees and transparent pricing, including a
flat fee of $12.50 per company per year for all clients.
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E. Other Proxy Advisors
Although the proxy advisor market is dominated by ISS and
Glass Lewis, there are niche players that are able to carve out small
markets for themselves. Examples include Marco Consulting
Group, which has concentrated primarily on Taft-Hartley funds,
and the Sustainable Investments Institute, which concentrates on
research for academic institutions endowment funds.
Marco Consulting Group. Marco Consulting Group, Inc.

(MCG) is an Illinois corporation, that provides consulting and
investment advice to jointly-trusteed plan sponsors, primarily TaftHartley pension plans. The firm, which has offices in Chicago and
Boston, was founded by Jack M. Marco in 1988. Marco, who
continues to serve as chairman of the MCG, owns more than 50
percent of its stock, according to the firm’s most recent SEC Form
ADV.111 MCG has been registered as an investment adviser with
the SEC since 1989. On its website, MCG says it is the largest
consultant to jointly-trusteed benefit plans in the U.S. with more
than 350 clients.
Marco Consulting says it offers a proxy advisory service to its
Taft-Hartley clients that “reviews each proxy issue with final
decisions based on the merits of each case and with the best
interest of the plan’s participants and beneficiaries in mind.”112
The firm’s website lists six employees who work in its proxy
voting division, which is headed by Greg Kinczewski, VP and
General Counsel of Marco Consulting Group. Proxy advisory
services comprise a small fraction of Marco Consulting Group’s
revenues with approximately 4 percent of the firm’s total revenues
attributable to proxy voting services clients.113
Sustainable Investments Institute. The Sustainable
Investments Institute (Si2) is a non-profit proxy research firm
founded in 2009 to provide educational proxy research to
subscribers. The firm is based in Washington, D.C. Si2 issues
briefing papers and in-depth company-specific reports and has an
on-line journal and blog. Its analyses, which focus exclusively on
social and environmental issues, do not make voting
recommendations.114 It issued its first reports for the 2010 proxy
season to an initial group of subscribers comprised primarily of
college and university endowments. Heidi Welsh and Peter
DeSimone co-founded Si2 with Welsh serving as Executive
Director of the firm. Both Welsh and DeSimone have previous
experience in the proxy advisory industry with the IRRC and ISS.
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F. Conclusion
The proxy advisory firm industry is concentrated primarily in
two firms – ISS and Glass Lewis – with ISS dominating the
market. The industry has grown through demand due to the
increase in proxy votes, acquisition and development of new
product ideas. However, underlying the growth, especially of ISS,
is the existence of serious conflicts of interest that call into
question the firm’s voting recommendations. Both ISS and Glass
Lewis have been identified by corporate issuers as including
material inaccuracies in some of their reports. Yet, despite these
serious issues, other entrants and participants in the market that do
not have such issues, at least to the same extent, have only been
able to play a minor role.
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V. Conflicts of Interest in the Proxy
Advisory Industry
One of the most common and long-standing concerns voiced
about firms in the proxy advisory industry is that their business
models suffer from conflicts of interest. Almost from the time the
industry was created, proxy advisory firms have been criticized for
providing product offerings or ownership structures that could
compromise the analyses they provide. In 1994, for instance, after
ISS announced that it would begin consulting with corporations on
how they might respond to shareholder concerns, Graef Crystal, a
prominent compensation consultant, put the conflict issue this way:
They’ve got a severe conflict when they work both sides of
the street. It’s like the Middle Ages when the Pope was
selling indulgences. ISS is selling advice to corporations on
how to avoid getting on their list of bad companies. There’s
a veiled sense of intimidation.115

While concerns about conflicts of interest at proxy advisors
date back decades, these concerns have never been resolved and
continue to attract high-profile attention. Evidence of the
continuing high level of concern over this issue includes the fact
that the U.S. Government Accountability Office (GAO) has twice
been asked by Congress to study the issue – most recently in 2007
– and the issue plays a central role in a “concept release” on the
U.S. proxy system issued by the U.S. Securities and Exchange
Commission in July 2010.116
Concerns about conflicts of interest in the industry fall into
four general categories:
1. Potential conflicts that arise when proxy advisors provide
services to both institutional investors and corporate issuers on
the same subjects;
2. Potential conflicts related to proxy advisors providing
recommendations on shareholder initiatives backed by their
owners or institutional investor who are clients;
3. Potential conflicts when the owners, executives or staff of
proxy advisory firms have ownership interests in, or serve on
the boards of, public companies that have proposals on which
the proxy advisors are making voting recommendations; and
4. Potential conflicts when proxy advisory firms are owned by
firms that provide other financial services to various types of
clients.
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The Center believes that some of these conflicts need to be
eliminated and others need to beat least fully disclosed, so that the
information presented in proxy firm analyses can be placed in the
appropriate context. The following sections will describe the
extent to which each of these potential conflicts pertain to the
major proxy advisory firms and how those firms describe these
conflicts and the measures they have taken to address them. A
chart summarizing these conflicts is shown below in Table 2.
TABLE 2:

Types of Potential Conflicts of Interest at Major
Proxy Advisory Firms
ISS

Glass
Lewis

Specialized Consulting Services to
Corporations on Proxy-related Issues

X

Makes Recommendations on Proposals
Sponsored by Institutional Clients

X

X

Owners, Directors or Officers Serve on
Public Company Boards

X

X

Proxy Advisor or Corporate Parent Firm
Provides Other Services to Clients

X

X

PGI*

EganJones

Marco
Consulting

X

X

X

X

X

X

* Proxy Governance, Inc. ceased operation on December 31, 2010 and transferred its clients to Glass Lewis

A. Institutional Shareholder Services Inc. (ISS)
ISS – as the largest proxy advisory firm, with the most lines of
business, and owned by a major public company – is potentially
subject to all of the categories of conflicts described above. In
previous analyses of conflicts of interest among proxy advisors, the
most commonly cited conflict involves a central aspect of ISS’s
business model, which involves providing proxy advisory services
to institutional investors and, at the same time, providing
consulting services to corporate clients on how to achieve a better
governance rating or favorable recommendation on an issue
covered in the analysis provided to institutions. The 2007 GAO
study of the proxy advisory industry described this conflict, which
is a result of the influence ISS has in the market, as follows:
Because ISS provides services to both institutional investors
and corporate clients, there are various situations that can
potentially lead to conflicts. For example, some industry
professionals stated that ISS could help a corporate client
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design an executive compensation proposal [company stock
plan] to be voted on by shareholders and subsequently make
a recommendation to investor clients to vote for this
proposal. Some industry professionals also contend that
corporations could feel obligated to subscribe to ISS’s
consulting services in order to obtain favorable proxy vote
recommendations on their proposals and favorable
corporate governance ratings. One industry professional
further believes that, even if corporations do not feel
obligated to subscribe to ISS’s consulting services, they still
could feel pressured to adopt a particular governance
practice simply to meet ISS’s standards even though the
corporations may not see the value of doing so.117

Similarly, a report by the Millstein Center On Corporate
Governance, stated that the many companies believe that “signing
up for [ISS] consulting provides an advantage in how the firm
assesses their governance” despite ISS disclaimers to the
contrary.118 Corporate governance expert Ira Millstein has spoken
harshly of this conflict inherent in the heart of the ISS business
model:
I am the last person to knock profit-making and the
capitalist system. I like it. But ISS is in a special position,
and I query whether profit-making fits well with credible
private standard-setting. I don't think it does, and this is
why. ISS has achieved an unusual role for a private profitmaking entity. It provides structural "standards" for corporate governance, privately prepared by unidentified people,
pursuant to unidentified processes, and asks us to take its
word that it is all fair and balanced. I tried to dig behind the
soothing assurances, but couldn't find enough detail to
convince me that a devil didn't lie in the details of how this
private standard-setting was put together. And then ISS
provides company ratings, based on these privately-set
standards, creating a tendency on the part of those that have
received a poor rating to pay for a consultancy by the
private standard-setter, on how to improve that rating. I see
this as a vicious cycle.119

This particular conflict involving corporate consulting services
is unique to ISS among the major proxy advisory firms. It has
received significant attention over the years and has been widely
criticized by both institutional investors and corporations, who are
concerned that it drives what is considered “best practice,” even if
the so-called best practice is not in the interest of companies or
their shareholders.
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Concerns about this conflict have also resulted in some loss of
investor clients, particularly among public pension funds. In 2004,
for instance, Gary Findlay, the executive director of the Missouri
State Employees’ Retirement System, informed ISS that the
pension fund was dropping ISS’s services over concerns about its
corporate consulting business. In a letter to ISS quoted in The
Washington Post, Findlay wrote: “I see no merit in further wasting
your time or mine regarding this issue. From this point forward,
we will . . . engage an organization that at least has the appearance
of undivided loyalty to . . . clients.”120 Similar concerns were
voiced after decisions to drop ISS’s proxy service by other major
funds, including the Ohio Public Employees’ Retirement System
and the Colorado Public Employees’ Retirement Association in
2005 and the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan in 2006.121
ISS provides considerable disclosure on its website of the
potential conflict created by its business model and the steps it has
taken to mitigate this conflict. In the Due Diligence Compliance
Package document posted on its website, ISS says it “is well aware
of the potential conflicts of interest that may exist between ISS’
proxy advisory service and ICS, and has therefore taken steps to
prevent any potential conflicts from becoming actual conflicts.”122
“ICS” is an acronym for ISS Corporate Services, Inc., a whollyowned subsidiary of ISS that provides corporate consulting
services. ISS says that key elements of its policies and procedures
“are designed to ensure the integrity of ISS’ institutional proxy
advisory and advisory research services.”123 Among these
procedures, ISS says that it “maintains a firewall which separates
the staffs that perform proxy analyses and advisory research from
the members of ICS” and that this firewall includes “legal,
physical and technological separations.”124 ISS also offers a
“Representation and Warranty” regarding conflicts of interest to its
subscribers and has a “Code of Ethics” that applies to all
employees that includes a policy on conflicts of interest.125
In spite of the steps it has taken to manage conflicts,
perceptions remain that ISS’s business model is inherently
conflicted, and ISS’s own security filings acknowledge this
problem. In a 2009 Form 10-K filing for its then-parent
RiskMetrics Group Inc., it explicitly acknowledges the significant
business risk posed by this conflict and the fact that its safeguards
may not be adequate to manage these conflicts:
[T]here may be a perceived conflict of interest between the
services we provide to institutional clients and the services,
including our Compensation Advisory Services, provided to
certain corporate clients. For example, when we provide
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corporate governance services to a corporate client and at the
same time provide proxy vote recommendations to
institutional clients regarding that corporation's proxy items,
there may be a perception that we may treat that corporation
more favorably due to its use of our services.
The safeguards that we have implemented may not be
adequate to manage these apparent conflicts of interest, and
clients or competitors may question the integrity of our
services. In the event that we fail to adequately manage
these perceived conflicts of interest, we could incur
reputational damage, which could have a material adverse
effect on our business, financial condition and operating
results.126

The safeguards implemented by ISS as a firewall between the
advisory and consulting businesses can only go so far. On its
website, ISS states that when corporate clients meet with its proxy
analysis staff, they should refrain from discussing whether the
company has received consulting services from the other side of
the company.127
Aside from the primary conflict associated with providing
advisory services to both institutions and corporations, ISS appears
to be subject to all three of the other types of potential conflicts of
interest. The recent acquisition of its former parent company,
RiskMetrics Group, by MSCI Inc. may, if anything, heighten these
concerns because of the broader range of business interests found
under the MSCI umbrella. According to Julie Gozan, director of
corporate governance at Amalgamated Bank, a union-owned bank
that provides investment and trust services to Taft-Hartley pension
plans and engages in shareholder activism, notes that by going
public, proxy firms become part of the market itself and can no
longer solely represent the interests of long-term investors. “The
community that relies on Glass Lewis and ISS needs to know this
is unbiased advice that favors long-term investors and not the
interests of corporate executives,” Golan says.128 “When these
firms go public, there’s real potential for a conflict of interest.”129
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B. Glass, Lewis & Co.
While Glass, Lewis & Co. does not provide consulting to
companies and therefore does not have conflicts between proxy
advisory and corporate consulting work, it is subject to conflicts
between the company and its corporate owners.
After being formed as an independent company in 2003, Glass
Lewis was acquired by Xinhua Finance, a Chinese company, in
2007. The level of client and staff concerns about Xinhua’s
governance, accounting and potential conflicts of interest were so
severe that some of Glass Lewis’s leadership resigned. These
conflicts included the fact that Xinhua Finance owned other
businesses that appeared to pose direct conflicts, including its
Taylor Rafferty subsidiary, which provided proxy solicitation
services to corporations.
Glass Lewis was sold to the Ontario Teachers’ Pension Plan
Board (OTPP) less than a year after its purchase by Xinhua and,
while the conflicts there are not as severe, questions about the
firm’s ownership continue. OTPP is one of the largest institutional
investors in Canada – administering pension funds for over
175,000 people – and is one of the most activist public pension
funds on shareholder and corporate governance activism. On its
website, OTPP says it promotes “good corporate governance
standards and practices because we believe they result in better
long-term performance.”130 It is a founding member of the
Canadian Coalition for Good Governance, a membership
organization of 41 Canadian institutional investors that says it
“promotes good governance practices in Canadian public
companies and the improvement of the regulatory environment to
best align the interests of boards and management with those of
their shareholders.”131 The pension system was also a founding
educational partner in the Institute of Corporate Directors (ICR),
which describes its mission as fostering “excellence in directors to
strengthen the governance and performance of Canadian
corporations.”132
One concern about Glass Lewis’ ownership by OTPP relates to
the highly active role that OTPP plays in major corporate
financings, restructurings and relationship investing – where an
investor takes a major ownership stake in companies and partners
with the management team in a long-term relationship. The
pension plan’s private equity arm, called Teachers’ Private Capital,
had $10 billion in invested capital at year-end 2009 and holds
significant ownership stakes in dozens of companies. At the same
time, the pension plan’s public equities segment has a Relationship
Investing Team that takes stakes ranging from 5 to 30 percent in
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midcap to largecap companies. “As a significant shareholder, we
take a hands-on approach with our investments,” OTPP says. “We
seek to develop relationships with the board and management of
these companies, and to play a role in effecting strategies and
changes that will improve the long-term value of our
investment.”133 Some observers have questioned whether Glass
Lewis will be able to make independent judgments on issues where
OTPP has a major ownership stake. They also wonder whether
OTPP’s internal governance and voting policies will override those
developed by Glass Lewis.
Glass Lewis provides a conflict of interest disclosure statement
on its website, which highlights that the firm does not offer any
corporate consulting services. “We are not in the business of
advising public companies on their governance structures or
conduct, and we refuse to use our position as trusted advisor to
institutional investors to win consulting mandates with issuers,” it
states.134 The firm also notes that it has formed an independent
Research Advisory Council to insure that the firm’s research
“continues to meet the quality standards, objectivity and
independence criteria set by Glass Lewis' outstanding research
team leaders and excludes involvement by the company’s owners
in the making of Glass Lewis' proxy voting policies.”135 The
Research Advisory Council was announced shortly after the
departure of two senior Glass Lewis executives after the
acquisition of the firm by Xinhua Finance.
Regarding the potential for conflicts of interest stemming from
its ownership by OTPP, Glass, Lewis & Co. says:
OTPP is not involved in the day-to-day management of
Glass Lewis. Glass Lewis operates and will continue to
operate as an independent company separate from OTPP.
The proxy voting and related corporate governance policies
of Glass Lewis are separate from OTPP. In instances where
Glass Lewis provides coverage on a company in which
OTPP holds a stake significant enough to have publicly
announced its ownership in accordance with the local
market's regulatory requirements or Glass Lewis becomes
aware of OTPP's disclosure to the public of its ownership
stake in such company, through OTPP's published annual
report or any other publicly available information disclosed
by OTPP, Glass Lewis will make full disclosure to its
customers by adding a note to the relevant research report.136

In spite of the firm’s insistence that it maintains its
independence and will disclose any conflicts, concerns about the
relationship between Glass Lewis and OTPP persist. As one
commenter summarized the issue:
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It’s hard to believe, however, that there will be no
connection between the two entities. … Earlier this year,
[OTPP] lead a private equity group that bought Montrealbased communications giant BCE Inc., the biggest corporate
takeover in Canadian history. So how is Glass Lewis going
to evaluate the corporate governance practices of BCE?
Indeed, how would it rate the practices of any company
where Teachers’ has a major investment? And what if
Teachers’ wants to take over another company? What will
the Glass Lewis recommendation be to shareholders? No, it
just doesn’t wash. Either Teachers’ sells Glass Lewis to a
company that can legitimately argue that there is no potential
for conflicts of interest, or boards and shareholders should
discount and even ignore anything that Glass Lewis says. In
today’s climate of heightened sensitivity, if conflicts of
interest are not good for chief executive officers or boards of
directors, they’re also not good for the people who police the
markets.137

Concerns about conflicts of interest at Glass Lewis, within
some segments of the market, are heightened by the fact that the
firm has been less open in sharing draft reports with corporations
and provides less transparency regarding its models than some
other proxy advisory firms.

C. Proxy Governance, Inc.
As noted earlier, on December 20, 2010, it was announced that
Proxy Governance, Inc. (PGI) will no longer provide proxy voting
or advisory services beginning in 2011.138 Glass Lewis has made
an agreement with PGI to assume all of PGI’s customer contracts.
Despite the fact that PGI’s operations recently ceased, there were
potential conflicts of interest there as well. The discussion of these
conflicts has been included in order to demonstrate how pervasive
conflicts are in this industry.
Concerns about potential conflicts of interest at PGI have
centered on the fact that an initial bulk subscription agreement
from a business organization helped to finance the launch of the
firm’s proxy advisory service as well as the potential for conflicts
involving its parent firm, FOLIOfn.
The concern over PGI’s initial funding received prominent
news attention in 2006, when a business columnist for The New
York Times wrote an article mentioning that PGI’s first
subscriptions had been from members of The Business Roundtable
(BRT), an organization representing the CEOs of large
corporations. The article further suggested that a PGI
recommendation endorsing a slate of directors at Pfizer might have
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been influenced by the fact that Hank McKinnell, the CEO of
Pfizer, was serving as the chairman of The Business Roundtable,
and that William Steere, Jr., Chairman Emeritus of Pfizer and a
director at that firm, also served on an advisory policy council at
Proxy Governance.139 The article also quoted from a 2004 memo
written by McKinnell in his capacity as chairman of the BRT,
urging its members to help Proxy Governance thrive in the
marketplace by using its services.
The column in The New York Times appeared after the original
bulk subscription agreement between Proxy Governance and the
BRT had already expired. PGI publicly refuted the argument that
its connections to the BRT or Pfizer had any impact on its Pfizer
vote recommendation, but the article led to lingering questions
from some institutional investors about PGI’s ties to the business
community and the degree of independence of its voting
recommendations.
While no specific concerns about the ownership of PGI by
FOLIOfn have surfaced in news reports or the academic literature,
the relationship appeared to hold the potential for conflicts of
interest. The GAO study on proxy advisors, for instance, notes
that at proxy advisory firms where the parent company offers
financial services to various types of clients, these relationships
“may present situations in which the interests of different sets of
clients diverge.”140 Some observers have also speculated that,
because FOLIOfn and its broker-dealer subsidiary provide services
that compete with the mutual fund industry, the relationship made
it more difficult for PGI to attract mutual fund clients, which
comprise a large part of the market demand for proxy advisory
services.
At the time of the announcement that it was ceasing operations,
Proxy Governance’s public website did not contain a public
disclosure statement regarding its policies toward conflicts of
interest. The website did note the original bulk subscription
agreement with the BRT as well as the firm’s relationship with its
parent company, FOLIOfn. As a registered investment adviser,
Proxy Governance’s Form ADV filing also provides some
information about the firm’s ownership and potential conflicts.141
The company also had employee policies that addressed conflicts
of interest.
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D. Egan-Jones Proxy Services
Egan-Jones Proxy Services is subject to potential conflicts of
interest related to its ownership by Egan-Jones Ratings Co., a
credit ratings agency. Egan-Jones Ratings Co. has garnered
considerable publicity for the fact that among accredited ratings
agencies, it is virtually alone in adopting a policy of accepting
compensation only from the users of its services, institutional
investor subscribers, rather than from corporate issuers seeking
ratings. Some observers note, however, that this stance does not
necessarily eliminate all conflicts, because subscriber-supported
credit ratings agencies may have incentives to issue ratings that
cater to the wishes of their largest investor clients, including hedge
funds that utilize short-selling strategies.142 Egan-Jones Ratings
Co. acknowledged that it has a material conflict of interest with
subscribers in its application to become a nationally-recognized
statistical rating organization (NRSRO), stating:
Egan-Jones is paid by persons for subscriptions to receive or
access the credit ratings of Egan-Jones and/or for services
offered by Egan-Jones where such persons also may own
investments or have entered into transactions that could be
favorably or adversely impacted by a credit rating issued by
Egan-Jones.143

The firm goes on to state, however, that it does not believe this
conflict applies to its proxy services unit:
In addition to providing credit rating services, Egan-Jones
may provide proxy services to certain subscribers. EganJones believes that providing these services to subscribers of
its credit rating services does not present material conflicts
of interest of the types contemplated in Exhibit 6,
particularly since these subscribers are not also issuers that
are being rated (or whose securities are being rated) by
Egan-Jones.144

The website for Egan-Jones Proxy Services emphasizes that the
firm is independent and does not offer corporate consulting
services, but contains only a brief reference to conflicts of interest.
Regarding conflicts, the website states that “[u]nlike many of our
competitors, Egan-Jones does not receive any compensation for
proxy consultation services from corporate managers or board
members and is therefore better able to represent shareholders and
Taft-Hartley clients' interests.”145 Similarly, the website for EganJones Ratings Services says that the firm has no conflicts of
interest because it receives no compensation from issuers to rate
their securities.146
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E. Union-Affiliated Proxy Advisors
Concerns about conflicts of interest at union-affiliated proxy
advisors, such as Marco Consulting Group, stem from the fact that
these firms’ clients are Taft-Hartley pension funds that are also
often active sponsors of shareholder proposals. This raises the
concern that union-affiliated proxy advisors will always feel
beholden to support proposals made by their Taft-Hartley clients.
A study on voting integrity by the Millstein Center on Corporate
Governance raises the issue as follows:
Every year Marco’s union clients sponsor a number of
shareholder proposals. Most of these are in line with
Marco’s own proxy voting guidelines, but occasionally one
is proposed that is contrary to their principles. Marco is then
left in the potentially embarrassing position of
recommending a vote against a proposal sponsored by one of
its own clients. Marco seeks to limit the appearance of
conflicts in such a situation by maintaining very
comprehensive and specific proxy voting policies which
make clear how the consultant would cast its vote under the
circumstances. However, the possibility, though remote, that
Marco could compromise its independence to satisfy clients
causes concern to some.147

Regarding conflicts, Marco Consulting Group’s public website
states that “[s]ince MCG does not render consulting services to the
corporate or investment management communities, it has no
conflicts of interest.”148 The firm is also registered as an
investment adviser and files a Form ADV statement that provides
some information about ownership and potential conflicts.149

F. Parallels to Identified Conflicts at Credit Ratings
Firms
Conflicts of interest at proxy advisory firms – while decades
old – have recently become the subject of renewed scrutiny as part
of an overall effort to increase transparency and restore confidence
in the financial services sector of the economy. Some of this
renewed interest is almost certainly due to the intense spotlight
shined by the press, Congress and the SEC on the prominent role
that conflicts of interest within the credit ratings industry played in
fostering the credit and mortgage crisis that has engulfed the U.S.
economy in recent years. Conflicts of interest at credit ratings
agencies have been the focus of hearings, legislation,
investigations and other actions from dozens of federal and
international agencies and organizations. Among the U.S.
government agencies and organizations that have taken actions on
the issue are: Congress, the Financial Crisis Inquiry Commission,
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the SEC, the U.S. Treasury Department, the Federal Reserve, the
U.S. Department of Justice, the Federal Bureau of Investigation,
the New York Insurance Department and the New York and
California Offices of Attorneys General.
The results of this intense scrutiny, while still unfolding,
include the establishment of almost an entirely new regulatory
framework for credit ratings agencies in the Dodd-Frank Act.
These regulatory changes are grounded in Congressional findings
that the activities and performance of credit ratings firms, or
NRSROs, are “matters of national public interest, as credit ratings
agencies are central to capital formation, investor confidence, and
the efficient performance of the United States economy.”150
Recently, some observers have drawn parallels between the
detrimental impacts to the economy that unfolded from widely
acknowledged – but largely unaddressed – conflicts of interest at
credit ratings firms and the current situation in the proxy advisory
industry. The SEC highlighted this analogy in its July 2010
concept release requesting comments on the U.S. proxy system,
where it stated that “in light of the similarity between the proxy
advisory relationship and the ‘subscriber-paid’ model for credit
ratings, we could consider whether additional regulations similar to
those addressing conflicts of interest on the part of Nationally
Recognized Statistical Rating Organizations (“NRSROs”) would
be useful responses to stated concerns about conflicts of interest on
the part of proxy advisory firms.”151
A 2009 study on the credit ratings agencies by the
Congressional Research Service listed a number of perceived
reasons for the industry’s failings.152 They included:
•

business model bias;

•

the existence of a quasi-regulatory license;

•

flawed models and assumptions;

•

an inability to handle a voluminous amount of business;

•

challenges from high levels of fraud and lax mortgage
underwriting;

•

insufficient regulation;

•

conflicts of interest involved in both rating and helping to
design the same securities;

•

conflicts of interest in the provision of ancillary services to
issuers whose securities they rate; and

•

limited liability under the First Amendment.153
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While not all of these conditions apply exactly to the proxy
advisory industry or to each of the firms in it, what is striking is the
number of parallels between the two industries. Section VII of this
study will discuss how the regulatory regime imposed on credit
ratings agencies may be applicable to the proxy advisory industry.
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VI. Impact of Significant Inaccuracies
and Lack of Transparency in Proxy
Analyses
One of most troubling developments with respect to proxy
advisory firm analysis is the number and scope of inaccuracies in
the research reports they produce on corporate issuers and a
general lack of transparency in many of the methodologies, metrics
and decision processes utilized by them to make voting
recommendations. Because proxy analysis is largely concentrated
in a few firms, the potential impact of these inaccuracies on the
proxy voting system is substantial. Moreover, this is compounded
when the substantial increase in the volume of votes and the import
of those votes is considered. Recent survey data from the Center
On Executive Compensation, presented below, highlights the
frequency and types of inaccuracies found in proxy analyses on
compensation issues. This chapter will also discuss potential
reasons for the inaccuracies, and the potential impact of the lack of
transparency on voting outcomes.

A. Potential Reasons for Inaccuracies
A number of reasons have been proffered for the significant
level of inaccuracies found in reports produced by the proxy
advisory industry. The most frequently cited reasons are lack of
adequate resources and quality control procedures, pressures on the
industry to reduce costs and the extremely short turnaround time
available for proxy analyses.
Lack of adequate resources and quality control. Perhaps

the greatest reason why errors and inaccuracies have proliferated in
proxy analyses is a lack of resources to deal with the sheer volume
of data and information processed by these firms. The largest
proxy advisor, ISS, claims it provides proxy analysis on nearly
40,000 company meetings in more than 100 developed and
emerging markets worldwide. The collection and processing of
data for these companies encompassing management and
shareholder proposals, financial performance, compensation plans
and amounts, officers and directors, boards and board committees,
anti-takeover and bylaw provisions, auditors, social and
environmental performance and other governance issues is a
monumental task.
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Perversely, the trend toward regulators requiring greater
volumes of disclosure by companies and more corporate
accountability to shareholder votes, particularly in the United
States and Europe, has greatly expanded the information
processing and analytic requirements needed to assess proxy
issues.
To take one recent example, the SEC issued new rules in 2006
requiring companies to disclose considerably more information in
the Compensation Discussion and Analysis (CD&A) sections of
their proxy statements regarding various key elements of
compensation policies, practices, objectives and performance,
along with seven specific tables of compensation data. The new
rules have unquestionably multiplied the amount of quantitative
and qualitative data available to investors to assess corporate
compensation issues. But the CD&A section in large company
proxy statements has now grown to an average of 26 pages.154 As
a consequence, a proxy advisory firm, such as ISS, that attempted
to cover more than 10,000 domestic companies (or a large and
highly indexed investing institution that attempted to do its own
compensation analysis) could potentially face the prospect of
reading and digesting hundreds of thousands of pages of CD&A
discussion and compensation tables merely to understand company
compensation plans and practices – and that does not account for
any independent analysis of these arrangements.
Extrapolating this single example of how proxy research needs
have snowballed from CD&A filings to the other disclosures that
have been, or are in the process of being, required by the SEC in
proxy statements – including those on audit firms and procedures,
use of compensation consultants, director qualifications, risk
management and oversight and board leadership – makes it easy to
comprehend why many institutional investors have chosen to
outsource corporate governance and proxy research.
To cope with the massive amount of data collection and
analysis required to analyze proxy issues at thousands of
companies, the proxy advisory firms have, in turn, largely
outsourced their own “data mining” operations. As noted in
Chapter III, ISS maintains a data collection and research operation
center in the Philippines with more than 150 employees. Other
proxy advisors utilize third-party contract firms, some of them
located overseas, to procure and extract proxy statement
information from public company filings.
The need to collect ever greater amounts of data and the trend
toward outsourcing this task no doubt contribute to the potential
for errors in proxy research. In addition, because of the seasonal
nature of proxy analysis work, with a large fraction of U.S. public
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company proxy filings taking place in a few months in the spring
of each year, a considerable amount of the data collection and
analysis work that remains is handled by temporary employees at
the major proxy advisory firms. As participants in an investor
roundtable sponsored by the Millstein Institute for Corporate
Governance and Performance noted, this heavy reliance on
temporary employees inevitably has led to concerns about the
quality of the services being performed:
Nevertheless, there is concern whether someone who may
have limited, or no, business or proxy experience can make
informed and appropriate voting recommendations. More
than one investor present was uneasy about whether relying
on the advice of inadequately resourced providers meant that
they were not properly discharging their duties.155
Industry cost pressures. The problem of a lack of adequate

resources to prevent errors and inaccuracies in proxy research
reports has likely been exacerbated in recent years by pressures on
the proxy advisory firms to increase profitability in order to service
debts incurred in their acquisitions (in the case of the largest firms)
or to stem operating losses (at smaller firms). MSCI, for instance,
announced in a regulatory filing in July 2010 that it was
eliminating 70-80 jobs in a “first round” of cuts associated with its
purchase of RiskMetrics Group and that a second round of
restructuring changes was expected to be completed by the end of
the first quarter of 2011.156
Short turnaround time for analyses. Another frequently

mentioned reason for inaccuracies in proxy analyses is the very
tight time-frame under which proxy advisory firms operate in
producing their reports for clients. Under corporate state law,
issuers must generally provide written notice to shareholders of the
annual meeting within a fixed number of days before the date of
the meeting.
For instance, Delaware corporate law requires notice of the
annual meeting at least 10 days, but no more than 60 days, before
the meeting. Under federal regulations, issuers using internetbased distribution of proxy materials must post these materials at
least 40 days before the meeting date. But many institutional
investors expect proxy advisory firms to provide them with
research reports on matters to be voted on at annual meetings at
least several weeks before the meeting date. Therefore, proxy
advisory firms typically have a narrow window of time between
when they obtain access to many proxy statements and when their
reports must be made available to clients.
Within this window, some – but not all – proxy advisory firms
endeavor to make draft reports available to companies in order to
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allow companies to comment on these drafts and any inaccuracies
in them. A frequent complaint from issuers, however, is that the
proxy advisory firms that do have such review procedures require
any comments back from issuers within an unrealistic one- or twoday time-frame, which may occur over a weekend.

B. Center On Executive Compensation Research on
Inaccuracies
The Center On Executive Compensation and its parent
organization, HR Policy Association, conducted two member
surveys in 2010 designed to gather data on the prevalence of
inaccuracies in research by the proxy advisory firms on
compensation-related matters.
In one survey, conducted in August 2010, the HR Policy
Association surveyed Chief Human Resource Officers regarding
various aspects of their companies’ experiences with proxy
advisory firms. Of those responding, 53 percent said that a proxy
advisory firm had made one or more mistakes in a final published
report on the company’s compensation programs. The most
common types of inaccuracies found were: improper peer groups
or peer data (19%), erroneous analysis of long-term incentive plans
(17%), and inaccurate discussion of a company policy, plan or
benefit based on provisions no longer in effect (15%).157
In response to a question about whether proxy advisory firms
were using proper peer groups in evaluating compensation, 57
percent of survey respondents said that a proxy advisory firm had
used a compensation peer group in a preliminary draft of a report
that failed to take into account the company’s size, industry,
complexity or competition for talent. Of the firms that indicated
the use of such an inappropriate peer group, 96 percent indicated
that the peer group was not adjusted in the final version of the
report.158
Proper selection of industry peers is a critical component of
pay analysis, because peer groups are heavily relied upon by both
compensation committees and proxy advisory firms in their
analysis of executive compensation. At companies where proxy
advisory firms deem compensation to be excessive relative to
industry peers and to performance, proxy advisors often
recommend that investors withhold voting in favor of board
nominees who serve on the compensation committee.
Similarly, in a February 2010 survey of its Subscribers, the
Center asked about the types of inaccuracies companies had
experienced in 2008 or 2009 in a draft version of a proxy advisory
service report regarding compensation programs. A sample of the
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descriptions provided by companies of these inaccuracies is shown
below in Table 3. 159
TABLE 3:

Sample Compensation-Related Inaccuracies
Reported by Center On Executive Compensation
Members in 2010 Survey
•

ISS and Glass Lewis significantly misstated the stock value of
three of our executives from the Summary Compensation
Table in 2008.

•

We experienced six inaccuracies in ISS’ draft report for the
2009 proxy season. They related to the following: (i) vesting of
performance shares, (ii) disclosure of non-equity bonus
targets, (iii) incorrect attribution of aircraft gross-ups to one
officer, (iv) payment of dividend equivalents on unvested
performance share awards, (v) performance share targets at
which payouts are made, and (vi) stating that our CEO was
“entitled” to use company aircraft for personal travel, when in
fact he is required to do so.

•

Both Proxy Governance and ISS miscalculated the total
compensation by using the maximum opportunity for our
performance share plan grant (three times fair market value on
date of grant) compared with the target. Proxy Governance
did make the correction; however, ISS did not correct the
report, but merely added language to their report about the
change in the SEC rule.

•

We found problems in report and told them, but they did not fix
the discrepancies with the items in our proxy. When we asked
them about it later, their response was that they only change
items that they feel are significant or pertinent to the
shareholders’ understanding of the information provided in the
report.

•

In 2009, Glass Lewis elected to withhold against reelecting our
Compensation Committee members based on our pay
compared to their peer group. We noted that their analysis
was based on our 2008 data versus the peer 2007 data.

•

ISS’ draft last year was obviously a cut and paste from their
report on another company as it included negative language
about personal use of the company aircraft. Although we
lease a fractional share of an aircraft, there was no personal
use of the aircraft by any company executive.

•

Glass Lewis did not calculate “pay for performance” correctly
which led to a “D” compensation rating.

•

ISS characterized one gross-up on a perk as though it were a
current, ongoing benefit that applied to everyone. We
corrected them stating that the gross-up provision has been
discontinued prospectively.

Source: Center On Executive Compensation survey, February 2010
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C. Lack of Transparency in Proxy Analyses and
Recommendations
In addition to the issue of inaccuracies in their analyses, many
observers have noted concerns about the lack of transparency of
proxy advisors in terms of their voting determinations,
methodologies and their use of proprietary models on issues such
as compensation. Issuers are concerned that many
recommendations from proxy advisors are based on a “one-sizefits-all” governance approach that does not capture the differences
in company situations or approaches. At the same time, there are
concerns that proxy advisors utilizing a “case-by-case” or
individualized approach to their recommendations can be
inconsistent in how they treat companies or can be opaque with
respect to their decision process on any particular issue.
Similarly, there are concerns that the proxy advisors are
unwilling to make their models completely transparent. In the area
of compensation, for example, the major proxy advisory firms rely
on proprietary models that relate a company’s executive pay to
those of its peers and to the company’s performance relative to
peers. These models form the basis for proxy advisors’
recommendations regarding many compensation-related ballot
items. But proxy advisory firms say that many of the parameters
of these models, such as the weightings of various performance
factors utilized as inputs into the models, are considered
proprietary and are not made available publicly. This effectively
results in a “black box” situation for companies attempting to
understand why a proxy firm may recommend against their
compensation plans.

D. Impact of Inaccuracies and Lack of Transparency on
Voting Outcomes
The impact of inaccuracies in reports and the lack of
transparency in how proxy advisors make their recommendations
raise serious issues for U.S. capital markets. Because institutional
investors have come to rely so heavily on the information and
recommendations provided by proxy advisory firms – and because
proxy votes on many issues, from director elections to approval of
compensation plans, are no longer perfunctory ratifications of
management’s positions – errors or inaccuracies in proxy reports
are now capable of causing significant harm to corporations and
their investors.
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In recent years, for instance, the percentage of equity plans
that ISS has recommended voting against has fluctuated between
30 and 40 percent. If any significant percentage of these
recommendations was based on erroneous or inaccurate data, as
the Center’s survey data discussed earlier suggests, it would imply
that inaccuracies at ISS are negatively impacting the compensation
programs at a meaningful number of companies. As noted earlier,
this influence is poised to grow with the addition of say on pay,
proxy access and majority voting.
The seriousness with which many corporations are taking the
issue of inaccuracies in proxy analyses is illustrated by the fact that
some companies now feel compelled to respond to inaccuracies in
proxy reports by filing detailed rebuttals in their own public
securities filings. For example, in May 2009, Target Corporation
responded to what it said were numerous inaccuracies in a report
issued by ISS/RiskMetrics related to a controversial proxy fight at
Target by issuing a seven page white paper to its shareholders
discussing what it described as “flaws” in the ISS analysis of the
proxy fight. Among the inaccuracies that Target cited in the filing
were: a mischaracterization of the company’s real estate strategy as
“atypical” among major retailers, a flawed calculation of
compound annual growth rates, failure to provide full context in
quoting a corporate governance expert and mischaracterizing the
company’s nominating practices.160

E. Conclusion
Proxy advisory firms have a fiduciary duty to provide accurate
and reliable analyses on executive compensation and governance
practices of corporate issuers to their institutional investor clients.
Based on proxy advisory firm reports, corporate issuers are
increasingly concerned that proxy advisors are transmitting
inaccurate information to institutional investors that could
adversely impact investors’ decisions on pay and governance
matters. Because the potential impact on the companies is
substantial, the Center believes that accuracy of reports should be
more closely monitored and regulated by the SEC to minimize
adverse impacts on pay for performance.
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VII. The Existing Regulatory and Legal
Framework for Proxy Advisors
Given the reliance of institutional investors on proxy advisory
firms, and the importance of proxy voting to the operation of
capital markets and corporate governance, one would expect that
the advisory industry would be heavily regulated. However, that is
not the case. Proxy advisory firms are subject to very little
regulation. The principal regulatory framework governing the
industry is the Investment Advisers Act, but proxy advisers can
essentially choose whether to be covered by the Act’s regulations.
At present, the only real oversight of proxy advisors would
come from institutional investors, who are required to monitor the
activities of proxy advisors and ensure the independence of the
recommendations made by them. Yet, institutional investors have
little incentive to monitor the advisory firms carefully, since proxy
advisory firms offer them an efficient and cost-effective way to
discharge their fiduciary duties to vote proxies in the interest of
their clients. This section will discuss the existing regulatory and
legal framework governing the activities of proxy advisory firms.

A. The Investment Advisers Act of 1940
The principal legal and regulatory framework governing the
activities of proxy advisory firms is the Investment Advisers Act of
1940 (the Act). A person or firm is considered an “investment
adviser” under the Act if, for compensation, they engage in the
business of providing advice to others as to the value of securities,
whether to invest in, purchase, or sell securities, or issue reports or
analyses concerning securities.161 The SEC has stated that it
considers proxy advisory firms to meet the definition of an
investment adviser “because they, for compensation, engage in the
business of issuing reports or analyses concerning securities and
providing advice to others as to the value of securities.”162 The
SEC has further stated that, as investment advisers, “proxy
advisory firms owe fiduciary duties to their advisory clients.”163
The U.S Supreme Court has articulated the fiduciary duty of
investment advisers as a requirement that advisers act in the best
interest of clients and disclose all conflicts of interest.164 The SEC
has also stated that a “proxy advisory firm has a duty of care
requiring it to make a reasonable investigation to determine that it
is not basing its recommendations on materially inaccurate or
incomplete information.”165
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Although proxy advisory firms meet the definition of
investment advisers, they have some discretion whether to register
under the Advisers Act. The Act contains a prohibition against
registering with the SEC for firms that have less than $25 million
in assets under management – a provision Congress established in
1996 to divide regulatory responsibility for advisers between the
SEC and the states.166 Within a year of the recent passage of the
Dodd-Frank Act, this threshold will rise to $100 million for most
investment advisers if they are subject to regulation and
examinations in their home states. This prohibition would apply to
most proxy advisors because they typically do not manage client
assets.
To make matters more confusing, the prohibition is subject to
several exemptions, including one that allows firms to register if
they serve as consultants to pension plan clients with a minimum
of $50 million in assets.167 As of December 2010, three proxy
advisory firms – ISS, Proxy Governance and Marco Consulting
Group –were registered with the SEC as investment advisers using
this “pension consultant” exemption.168
Some provisions of the Investment Advisers Act apply to
proxy advisory firms regardless of whether they have registered
with the SEC. In particular, section 206 of the Act prohibits an
adviser from engaging in “any transaction, practice or course of
business which operates as a fraud or deceit on any client or
prospective client.”169 Proxy advisors that elect to register as
investment advisers are subject to a number of additional
requirements, including requirements to:
•

file and make certain disclosures on an annual Form ADV;

•

adopt, implement and annually review an internal compliance
program consisting of written policies and procedures;

•

designate a chief compliance officer to oversee its compliance
program;

•

establish, maintain and enforce policies preventing misuse of
non-public information; and

•

create and preserve certain records that are available for SEC
inspection.

According to a GAO study of proxy advisors in 2007, the
SEC’s Office of Compliance Inspections and Examinations
monitors the operations and conducts inspections of registered
investment advisors, including the registered proxy advisory
firms.170 As part of these examinations, the SEC stated, it “may
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review the adequacy of disclosure of a firm’s owners and potential
conflicts; particular products and services that may present a
conflict; the independence of a firm’s proxy voting services; and
the controls that are in place to mitigate potential conflicts.”171
The GAO study noted that it did not independently assess the
adequacy of the SEC examinations, but that the SEC reported that
it did not identify any major violations of federal securities laws as
part of its examinations of proxy advisors and had not initiated any
enforcement actions against these firms.172
In May 2009, the SEC did settle an enforcement action against
an investment adviser, INTECH Investment Management LLC and
its COO related to that adviser’s policies, procedures and failure to
disclose to clients a material conflict of interest related to its proxy
voting policies.173 INTECH had been using a specialized proxy
service provided by ISS designed to follow AFL-CIO voting
recommendations. The SEC found that INTECH had violated
Rule 206(4)-6 of the Investment Advisers Act, because its written
policies and procedures did not address material conflicts that
arose between INTECH’s interests and those of its clients who
were not pro-AFL-CIO, and that it did not sufficiently describe to
clients its voting policies and procedures. INTECH settled the
case after consenting to a cease-and-desist order and the payment
of civil penalties of $300,000 by the company and $50,000 by its
COO.174
The INTECH settlement is important, because it establishes
that the SEC is prepared to enforce the duty that exists for
institutional investors to monitor the conflicts of interest that can
arise in their own proxy voting policies and procedures. It does
not speak directly, however, to the willingness of regulators to take
enforcement actions against the proxy advisors themselves or
against institutional investors for failure to monitor the conflicts of
interest at proxy advisors.

B. Rules Governing Proxy Solicitation
The SEC has noted that because of the broad definition of
“solicitation” under the Securities and Exchange Act of 1934, the
provision of proxy advice constitutes a solicitation that normally
would subject the proxy advisory firms to the information and
filing requirements under the proxy rules in the Exchange Act. In
1979, however, the SEC adopted a rule exempting proxy advisors
from these informational and filing requirements, providing that
certain conditions were met.
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Specifically, the advisor:
•

must render financial advice in the ordinary course of its business;

•

must disclose to its client any significant relationship it has with
the issuer or any of its affiliates, or with a shareholder proponent
of the matter on which advice is given, in addition to any material
interest of the advisor in the matter to which the advice relates;

•

may not receive any special commission or remuneration for
furnishing the proxy voting advice from anyone other than the
recipients of the advice; and

•

may not furnish proxy voting advice on behalf of any person
soliciting proxies.175

The SEC has noted, however, that while proxy advisory firms
are exempt from the informational and filing requirements
governing proxy solicitation, they remain subject to an Exchange
Act prohibition against false and misleading statements.176

C. Fiduciary Duty Only to Clients
Although the SEC has stated that proxy advisory firms owe
fiduciary duties to their clients, some observers and legal scholars
have questioned whether, in practice, such duties serve as any real
restraint on the proxy advisory industry. Corporate managers and
directors owe clear fiduciary duties of care and loyalty to the
corporation and its stockholders, which are designed to prevent the
abuse of power by agents of the corporation. As Delaware Vice
Chancellor Leo Strine has noted, however, “[u]nlike corporate
managers, neither institutional investors, as stockholders, nor ISS,
as a voting advisor, owe fiduciary duties to the corporations whose
policies they seek to influence.”177 According to one law
professor, therefore, the trend toward institutional investors’
greater reliance on the voting recommendations of proxy advisors,
as opposed to those of corporate managers, essentially means they
are “replacing agents who are constrained by relatively strong
fiduciary duties with an agent who has relatively weak fiduciary
duties.”178
The Department of Labor (DOL) has recently inserted itself
into the regulatory landscape of proxy advisors. On October 22,
2010, DOL proposed regulations that will expand the categories of
individuals who would be considered fiduciaries under the
Employee Retirement Income Security Act of 1974, as amended
(ERISA).179 The plain language of the regulations indicates that
ISS and Marco Consulting would fall within the purview of the
regulations as they are SEC-registered investment advisers to the
extent the proxy advisor effectively exercises discretion over the
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proxy voting decision.180 The Preamble to the proposed
regulations, however, specifically notes that “[the provision would
apply to] advice and recommendations as to the exercise of rights
appurtenant to shares or stock (e.g., voting proxies) . . .”181 It is
unclear how the proposed regulations will be interpreted and
whether they will apply only those firms registered as investment
advisors with the SEC or all proxy advisory firms.
The implications of the proposed regulations are extensive. If
finalized, proxy advisory firms would arguably become subject to
the wide range of fiduciary duties and obligations under ERISA,
such as the duties of loyalty and prudence, and would be prohibited
from engaging in self-dealing transactions. ERISA imposes
significant civil penalties and excise taxes for fiduciary violations.
As such, categorizing proxy advisory firms as ERISA fiduciaries
may cause the ISS business model to become obsolete as the
business model itself presents inherent conflicts of interest.
ERISA would certainly consider it a breach of fiduciary duties for
a firm, such as ISS, to provide consulting services to a corporate
client at the same time that ISS is providing another client with
“independent” proxy voting research and recommendations about
the corporate client receiving consulting services. Until final
regulations are released, we can only speculate as to whether and
the extent of the regulatory framework that will be imposed upon
proxy advisory firms under ERISA.182
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VIII. Proposals Addressing Proxy
Advisor Conflicts and Lack of
Transparency
Proxy advisory firms play a central role in the proxy voting
process and wield significant influence over the structure of
executive compensation and corporate governance at most
companies. Lacking sufficient regulatory oversight, the industry
has developed organically. As a result, significant problems have
developed regarding conflicts of interest, lack of transparency and
analytical inaccuracies that could have a detrimental impact on
shareholder value.
There is a growing consensus that greater regulation of the
industry, ranging from elimination of certain conflicts to clearer
fiduciary responsibility and disclosure regarding their processes, is
necessary to ensure that the information provided by proxy
advisors is accurate and reliable. Notably, the International
Organization of Securities Commissions (IOSCO), the
international organization of securities regulators, recently revised
its principles of securities regulation based on the lessons learned
from the financial crisis and, among its new principles, was one
directed at organizations like proxy advisors. The IOSCO stated
that “entities that offer investors analytical or evaluative services
should be subject to oversight and regulation appropriate to the
impact their activities have on the market or the degree to which
the regulatory system relies on them.”183 This section will analyze
the leading proposals for remedying the perceived problems at
proxy advisory firms through greater regulation.
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A. The Proxy Advisory Industry Should Be Regulated by
the SEC
Most proposals calling for increased regulation of the proxy
advisors recognize the primacy of the SEC’s regulatory authority
over the industry. As a result, the most effective approach to
regulation would be to have the SEC be responsible for additional
regulation of the industry. The SEC has statutory authority over
proxy advisors, which is highlighted by the fact that it has
established exemptions for them from various SEC regulations –
such as those governing proxy solicitations – that would otherwise
impose significant administrative burdens on proxy advisory firms.
As some observers have noted, the SEC could modify these
exemptions to make their availability contingent on a proxy
advisor meeting various standards or conditions. The SEC already
has direct regulatory authority over two proxy advisors – ISS and
Marco Consulting Group – that have voluntarily registered with
the Commission as investment advisers.

B. Proposals Contained in the 2010 SEC Concept
Release
On July 14, 2010, the Securities and Exchange Commission
voted unanimously to issue a concept release on various aspects of
the U.S. proxy voting system, opening its first comprehensive
review of the proxy system in nearly 30 years. “The proxy is often
the principal means for shareholders and public companies to
communicate with one another, and for shareholders to weigh in
on issues of importance to the corporation,” said SEC Chairman
Mary L. Schapiro in announcing the release. “To result in effective
governance, the transmission of this communication between
investors and public companies must be – and must be perceived to
be – timely, accurate, unbiased, and fair,”184 Schapiro said.
Regarding proxy advisors, Schapiro noted that both companies
and investors “have raised concerns that proxy advisory firms may
be subject to conflicts of interest or may fail to conduct adequate
research and base recommendations on erroneous or incomplete
facts.”185 Twenty-two pages of the 151-page concept release were
devoted to a discussion of proxy advisors and potential regulatory
remedies for conflicts of interest, lack of transparency and
inaccuracies in proxy analyses and recommendations.
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With respect to conflicts of interest, the SEC release suggests
that one possible solution could be for the SEC to revise or provide
interpretive guidance regarding the proxy rule exemption in
Exchange Act Rule 14a-2(b)(3), under which a firm providing
proxy advice must disclose to its clients “any significant
relationship” it has with the issuer, its affiliates or a shareholder
proponent. At present, some proxy advisors, including ISS, utilize
a blanket disclosure in their reports to alert investors that they may
have done business with the corporation that is the subject of the
report and direct readers to an email address where they can ask for
more information.
Alternatively, the SEC concept release suggests that the
Commission could take three other approaches to addressing
conflicts of interest at proxy advisors:
•

establish additional rules making it likely that proxy advisors
would be required to register as investment advisers;

•

provide additional guidance on the fiduciary duty of proxy
advisors or issue rules requiring specific disclosures of
conflicts by registered investment advisors; or

•

issue regulations similar to those addressing conflicts by the
credit ratings agencies, such as the prohibition of certain
conflicts of interest and requiring specific disclosures and
procedures to manage others.

The release also discusses several proposals for addressing
concerns about the accuracy and transparency of data and vote
recommendations by proxy advisors, including:
•

requiring increased disclosure of the extent of research
involved and the procedures and methods used to determine
ratings or recommendations;

•

requiring disclosure of policies and procedures for interacting
with issuers, informing issuers of vote recommendations and
handling appeals of recommendations; and

•

requiring proxy advisors to publicly file vote recommendations
with the Commission on a delayed basis.

The comments received from the concept release will be used
to determine whether the SEC will pursue additional regulation of
proxy advisory services and form the basis for proposed rules on
the subject.
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C. Other Regulatory Proposals
Several variations of the ideas contained in the SEC concept
release related to regulation of proxy advisors, as well as other
novel regulatory ideas, have been circulated in recent years. The
most prominent of these proposals are discussed below, including
adoption of the credit ratings agency regulatory model, creation of
public oversight board, development of a unique regulatory
framework for the industry, and self-regulation through a voluntary
code of conduct.
Adoption of Credit Ratings Agency Regulatory Model. As

discussed in Chapter IV of this paper, there are a number of
parallels between the conflicts of interest and business model
issues associated with the credit ratings agencies and those
associated with proxy advisory firms. Perhaps the most widely
discussed model for enhancing regulation of the proxy advisors
involves imposing a regulatory regime similar to that which
Congress and the SEC have mandated for credit ratings agencies.
The SEC received initial authority to regulate credit ratings
agencies under the Credit Rating Agency Reform Act of 2006, and
formally voted in June 2008 to propose a series of reforms for
credit ratings agencies. Many of these proposals were codified in
2010 under the Dodd-Frank Act, which imposes substantial new
controls and transparency requirements on credit ratings agencies.
Table 4 below lists a number of the new provisions of the DoddFrank Act that apply to credit ratings agencies along with an
analogous potential regulation that could be applied to the proxy
advisory firms.
The Dodd-Frank Act also created a new office at the SEC
charged with overseeing standards related to credit ratings agencies
and with conducting inspections. It also gave the SEC the
authority to suspend or revoke the registration of credit ratings
agencies for failure to satisfy certain requirements. In addition,
Dodd-Frank required the SEC and the Comptroller General to
undertake various studies of the credit rating agencies and their
processes. Finally, the Dodd-Frank Act rescinded an exemption
from the Securities Act that shielded credit ratings agencies from
legal liability related to the inclusion of credit ratings in public
security registration statements and confirmed the ability of
investors to seek civil actions against credit ratings firms under the
Exchange Act.
Creation of a Public Oversight Board. Another regulatory

approach that has been suggested for the proxy advisory industry is
the creation of a federal oversight board similar to the Public
Company Accounting Oversight Board (PCAOB), which was
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created in the wake of the Enron and WorldCom accounting
scandals to oversee the public auditing firms. Professor Tamara
Belinfanti of New York Law School argues in a 2009 paper that
such a board could be “designed to provide systematic
accountability of proxy advisors.”186 The general features and
mandate of the PCAOB could be replicated for the proxy advisors,
including auditing and ethics standards, inspections, registration
requirements and the ability to investigate and discipline registered
firms, according to Belinfanti. She adds that:
The sentiments underlying the creation of the PCAOB
are similar in contour and substance to the sentiments
expressed by those concerned about the current
landscape in the proxy advisory and corporate
governance industry. Like auditors, ISS and other proxy
advisors hold positions of significant perceived
authority and expertise on which the market relies. And
like auditors in the wake of Enron and WorldCom,
there is a growing sentiment that an unrestrained and
unaccountable proxy
advisory industry is a disaster
waiting to happen.187
The parallels to prior meltdowns and the impact of the PCAOB
make this option worth considering.
TABLE 4:
Regulatory Requirement for Credit
Ratings Agencies in Dodd-Frank Act
• establish internal controls for monitoring
adherence to established policies and
procedures
• submit annual compliance reports to the
SEC
• take actions to prevent sales and
marketing considerations from affecting
ratings
• set qualifications standards for credit
analysts
• establish procedures for assessing
possible conflicts of interest with former
employees
• maintain an independent board or board
committee tasked with certain
responsibilities related to the credit
ratings agency business
• publicly disclose ratings methodologies
and a description of the underlying data
used in the ratings process
• periodically disclose information on the
historical accuracy of credit ratings
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Similar Potential Regulatory
Requirement for Proxy Advisors
• same
•

same

•

take actions to prevent sales and
marketing considerations from affecting
voting recommendations
set qualification standards for proxy
analysts
same

•
•
•

•
•

maintain an independent board or board
committee tasked with certain
responsibilities related to the proxy
advisory business
publicly disclose vote methodologies
and description of underlying data used
in deriving vote recommendations
periodically disclose information on the
accuracy of vote recommendations
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Development of a Unique Regulatory Framework for Proxy
Advisors. Rather than adopting a regulatory framework designed

for other industries, some observers have proposed that the SEC
develop a unique regulatory scheme designed specifically for
proxy advisors. “At a minimum, all proxy advisory firms should
be required to register as investment advisers, and the SEC should
develop a unique regulatory framework for these firms under the
Investment Advisers Act of 1940,” states a paper published in
March 2010 by two prominent business groups.188 The paper also
recommends:
•

public disclosure of the governance models used by proxy
advisory firms, including guidelines, standards, methodologies
and assumptions used in developing voting recommendations;

•

establishment of a more robust due diligence process and
greater disclosure for institutional investors regarding proxy
voting;

•

public disclosure by proxy advisors of all vote
recommendations and decisions;

•

opportunities for public company input on draft proxy reports
and recommendations; and

•

public disclosure by proxy advisors of all errors made in
executing or processing voting instructions.

In public comments to the SEC concept release filed on Aug.
5, 2010, the Center for Capital Markets Competitiveness (CCMC)
of the U.S. Chamber of Commerce makes a number of similar
recommendations regarding transparency and disclosure and
proposes that the SEC consider new rules governing proxy
advisors designed to ensure that “proxy advisors do what they say
they are in business to do.”189 The CCMC letter says that the SEC
should require proxy advisors to have a process “that demonstrates
due care towards formulating accurate voting recommendations
when applied in the unique context of each individual
company.”190 This could be accomplished through rules “similar
to the government’s use of the Administrative Procedures Act,” the
CCMC says, and this implementation process should be
transparent.191 “It should be apparent to the market, including the
advisor’s own clients, when a recommendation proves correct, and
when it proves incorrect,” the Chamber letter adds, noting that
“one consequence of such transparency might be to encourage
proxy advisors to compete with each other based on the quality of
their voting recommendations.”192
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Greater Self-Regulation Through a Voluntary Code of
Conduct. Finally, in addition to various proposals for greater

government regulation of proxy advisors, some parties have
advanced the idea of greater industry self-regulation through a
standardized voluntary industry code of conduct. In 2008, the
Millstein Center for Corporate Governance and Performance at the
Yale School of Management held a roundtable workshop with
institutional investors and proxy advisors and undertook
independent research on the proxy system. This resulted in a
policy brief that included a draft code of professional practices for
the proxy advisory industry. “Considering the oft-repeated concerns that proxy advisors can appear opaque or conflicted, and the
subsequent worry that conflicts of interest may affect the quality of
voting recommendations, it is surprising that such a code has not
yet been drafted,” the policy brief stated.193 “The adoption of an
industry-wide code of conduct could bring more comfort to other
market parties, including investors, issuers and other stakeholders,
who would be able to compare the advisors’ policies against an
industry standard.”194
The code of professional conduct developed under the auspices
of the Millstein Institute was modeled after a code developed in
2004 by the IOSCO for handling conflicts of interest at credit
ratings agencies. The code covered four principal areas: 1) quality
and integrity of the recommendation process; 2) advisor
independence and avoidance of conflicts of interest; 3) advisor
responsibilities to clients and issuers; and 4) disclosure of the code
of conduct.
The code contains more than 45 specific recommendations for
proxy advisory firms within these four broad areas, a number of
which have been incorporated into some of the regulatory
proposals under consideration. Some of the proxy advisory firms
made written responses to the Millstein Center that included
statements suggesting they would implement at least some of the
voluntary code of conduct suggestions.
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D. Potential for Unintended Consequences from
Enhanced Regulation of Proxy Advisors
While many industry participants are strongly in favor of
greater regulation for the proxy advisory industry, some remain
concerned that such a move could have negative unintended
consequences, including creating increased barriers to entry for
new firms, further entrenchment of ISS as the dominant presence
in the industry and giving proxy advisory firms a government “seal
of approval” that would enhance their power and credibility.
Many of the regulatory proposals for proxy advisors outlined in
this section revolve around increased certification, procedural and
public filing requirements that would likely increase costs for
proxy advisory firms. The impact of these increased costs would
likely be most significant, however, for smaller firms in the
industry and potential new entrants, rather than on the industry
leaders. With the possible exception of conflicts of interest, the
problems in the proxy advisory industry “would not be solved, and
may even be exacerbated, by SEC regulation,” says Paul Rose, a
law professor at Ohio State University, who notes a tendency for
regulation to stifle, rather than promote, competition:
SEC regulation of the industry may actually increase the
market power of the few major corporate governance
players. As Jonathan Macey has argued in the context of
derivatives regulation (a much more competitive industry
than governance ratings, at least in terms of the number of
significant market participants), the fixed costs associated
with regulation would serve as barriers to entry of new
competitors in the market. This would be an especially
unfortunate side-effect in a market that is already dominated
by a single firm which competes with only a handful of
others.195

A February 2010 Center survey of its Subscribers regarding
regulation of the proxy advisors by a federal agency as a way of
ensuring quality control by proxy advisors and reinforcing the
integrity of the proxy voting process, found that nearly two-thirds
of the respondents favored regulation. But a significant minority
questioned the effectiveness of this approach or raised concerns
about unintended consequences. One respondent stated a concern
that regulation would amount to a “Good Housekeeping Seal of
Approval” for proxy advisors that could give them “undue
credibility.” Another echoed this sentiment, stating that regulation
“would give [advisors] even more legitimacy than they already
have and could cause some shareholders to believe that because
they are regulated by the SEC, their opinion should be given
greater weight.”196
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E. The Need for Effective Enforcement
Despite legitimate concerns over the unintended consequences
of regulation, a regulatory approach may be the most effective
means to begin to unravel the web of conflicts and the inaccuracies
in reports produced by the industry. Thus, whatever changes to
regulation of the proxy advisory industry get made, effective
enforcement will be a key element in their success.
To date, the proxy advisory firms that are registered as
investment advisers have not been subject to significant SEC
enforcement actions, despite considerable concern about conflicts
of interest, lack of transparency and inaccuracies in their reports.197
SEC enforcement in the proxy voting field to date has primarily
focused on warning institutional investors of their duty to take
reasonable steps to ensure that, when they use third-party proxy
advisors, these advisors are independent and can make voting
recommendations that are impartial and in the best interests of the
investor’s clients. In 2009, the SEC settled its first enforcement
action against an investment adviser for not sufficiently describing
its proxy voting policies and procedures and for failing to disclose
a material conflict of interest.198
At least one observer has suggested that SEC enforcement
could potentially become more robust if the SEC’s Division of
Corporate Finance took a greater role in regulating proxy advisors
rather than deferring to the Division of Investment Management,
which regulates investment advisers. Paul Rose, a law professor at
Ohio State University, notes in a paper examining the corporate
governance industry that the SEC’s Division of Corporate Finance,
which oversees corporate disclosure, including proxy statement
and shareholder proposal reviews, has already issued rules to limit
auditor and security analyst conflicts of interest. Rose argues that
it could do so for proxy advisors as well. “It is possible that the
Division of Corporation Finance would take a different view of
ISS’ potential conflicts than the Division of Investment
Management,” Rose writes, and “the Division of Corporation
Finance is under no obligation to refrain from regulating the
corporate governance industry nor from referring a conflicts matter
to the SEC’s Division of Enforcement if it perceives a problem
with the industry’s activities.”199 This approach would be
consistent with the SEC’s role as the protector of investors and
with ensuring that information disclosed by corporations is being
transmitted accurately to institutional investors.
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IX. Potential for Addressing the
Market Power of Proxy Advisors
Through Increased Competition
An alternative or supplemental approach to increased
regulation of the proxy advisory industry as the primary
mechanism for addressing the substantial problems in the industry
–including conflicts of interest, lack of transparency and
concentrated market power – is to foster greater competition in the
industry and expand voter participation. This section will discuss
the need for greater competition in the industry and two prominent
ideas for spurring competition and broader voter participation.

A. The Case for Greater Competition in the Proxy
Advisory Industry
A common theme expressed by many who have an interest in
the proxy voting system is the need for greater competition in the
proxy advisory business because of the level of unchecked power
of the largest proxy advisors. The relative lack of competition in
the industry has been commented on in many studies of the
industry, including the 2007 Government Accountability Office
report, which noted that ISS had more clients than all of the other
proxy advisory firms combined.200 The GAO reported that many
of the institutional investors it had interviewed believed “that
increased competition could help reduce the cost and increase the
range of available proxy advisory services.”201 It also noted,
however, that significant barriers to new competition existed in the
industry, including the need to offer comprehensive company
research coverage and sophisticated database and vote execution
platforms. Moreover, it stated that “because of its dominance and
perceived market influence, corporations may feel obligated to be
more responsive to requests from ISS for information about
proposals than they might be to other, less-established proxy
advisory firms, resulting in a greater level of access by ISS to
corporate information that might not be available to other
firms.”202
A number of academics have also written about the relative
lack of competition for ISS. Tamara Belinfanti, a professor at New
York Law School, has postulated that “the anemic level of
competition” currently present in the proxy advisory industry is
due to significant “first mover” advantages for ISS as well as
significant barriers to entry.203 Among the “first mover”
advantages that accrue to ISS, Belinfanti says, are network effects,
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consumer switching costs, acquisition of resources and assets and
technology preemption. Regarding network effects, she notes that
“on the institutional client side, the more mutual funds that use
ISS’ services, the more a mutual fund can feel secure in relying on
ISS’ advice because it is assured that its voting practices are in line
with the industry.”204 Among the barriers to entry cited by
Belinfanti are a need to provide company coverage that matches
that provided by ISS (more than 40,000 companies in 110
countries); the development, implementation and maintenance of
sophisticated technology platforms; and the costs for clients of
switching vote execution services.
While first mover advantages and barriers to entry have no
doubt played a role in ISS maintaining a dominant position, as
discussed in Chapter III, the firm’s strategy of habitually buying its
largest rivals has also been a key factor in its market dominance.
Proxy Governance Inc., a former ISS competitor, summed up the
competitive situation regarding ISS in a letter to the Millstein
Institute and the SEC as follows: “[i]f there is one issue on which
virtually all market participants (with the possible exception of
RiskMetrics/ISS) would seem to agree, it is that there should be
more than one proxy advisor and that the perpetuation of the nearmonopoly status of RiskMetrics/ISS is not in the long-term
interests of investors or our capital markets.”205 This statement is
particularly noteworthy as Proxy Governance, Inc. abruptly ceased
its operations at the end of 2010, leaving most institutional
investors with two options for proxy advisory services: ISS or
Glass Lewis.206 Proxy Governance entered into an agreement with
ISS’ competitor, Glass Lewis, to assume all of their customer
contracts.207
While the need for greater competition in the proxy advisory
field is evident, the willingness of investors to support more than a
few firms in the industry remains very much in question. The
GAO study acknowledged this dilemma, noting that some of the
investors it had spoken with “questioned whether the existing
number of firms is sufficient, while others questioned whether the
market could sustain the current number of firms.”208
In comments to the SEC, a law firm made a similar point
stating that “[g]iven the costs attendant to establishing a proxy
adviser and coverage of even the most widely held stocks, we are
highly skeptical that there will be new market entrants, and we
believe that as more mutual funds engage proxy advisers to assist
in developing and implementing proxy voting policies and
procedures the virtual monopoly enjoyed by the current providers
in the proxy adviser market will only grow more powerful.”209
Meanwhile, the SEC, as part of its review of the U.S. proxy
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system, has taken note of the dominant market position of ISS
among proxy advisors and asked for comments on how this may be
affecting the quality of voting recommendations from ISS and
other proxy advisors.210

B. A Non-Profit Utility Model for Proxy Services
In addition to the perceived need for more competition in the
proxy advisory field – and a diminution in the market power of ISS
– some industry participants have articulated the need for a
different business model for proxy advisors to better serve the
public interest and to remove conflicts of interest associated with
the fact that all of the major proxy advisors are commercial
businesses. Specifically, an argument has been made that the
interests of investors, issuers and the public would be better served
with a system where the provision of proxy research and
recommendations was treated like a public utility function – with
low prices, heavily regulated procedures and no conflicts – rather
than as a specialized consulting service.
As noted in Chapter III, one proxy advisor, Proxy Governance
Inc., had explored the concept of reconstituting itself into a nonprofit entity called the Proxy Governance Institute. In a June 2010
public letter to the SEC, Proxy Governance said that the
“underlying premise of this concept is that corporate governance
and, by extension, proxy voting are matters of public policy with
important societal implications that transcend any one company,
shareholder or group of shareholders.”211 The letter stated that the
new institute would serve “individual and institutional investors,
issuers and the public interest by providing low-cost – and, in some
cases, free – independent and conflict-free corporate governance
advice and information.” In a concept summary attached to the
letter, Proxy Governance outlined a number of key points
regarding its concept and business model for the Institute.
The letter from Proxy Governance to the SEC about its
proposal for the Institute also reinforces the notion that the
competitive landscape in the proxy advisory industry is difficult
for smaller firms. The letter states that “the business incentives
for providing ready access to quality corporate governance and
proxy voting services are substantially narrower than the wideranging need for these services.” The letter adds that while its
“approach to governance, its work product and research and voting
technology are highly regarded, its influence in addressing these
challenges has not met expectations.”212 It is ironic that this
proponent of increased competition in the proxy advisory industry
recently succumbed to the realities of a tough economy and an
industry monopolized by one firm. Having struggled for quite
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some time, Proxy Governance ceased its operations at the end of
2010, entering into an agreement with Glass Lewis to take over
their customers’ proxy voting and advisory services contracts.213
Several other firms have also recently entered the proxy
research or voting information market using a non-profit structure.
The Sustainable Investments Institute (Si2) supported primarily by
a group of college and university endowments, provided proxy
research on social and environmental issues during its first proxy
season in 2010. And several organizations that seek to assist retail
investors in voting have also chosen a non-profit structure. In some
ways, the founding of Si2 and the proposed reconstitution of Proxy
Governance as a non-profit represent a circling back to the origins
of the proxy advisory industry when the Investor Responsibility
Research Center operated as a not-for-profit.
One aspect of the Proxy Governance Institute proposal that
raised an interesting fiduciary question is the concept of giving
“open access” to the Institute’s voting platform for third parties to
express their corporate governance views or recommendations.
By allowing various institutions to display their voting patterns or
recommendations on its platform, the Institute would make it
easier for institutional investors to follow the voting advice of
other like-minded institutions. Or, taking the concept one step
further, an investor could choose to vote according to the
consensus pattern of vote recommendations from multiple
institutions (and/or proxy advisors) that the investor selected
because it believed those institutions had the most thoughtful
approach to proxy voting. One question that arises from this
approach is whether an institutional investor that chose to
essentially follow the voting policies and recommendations of
another institution (or a group of institutions) would be meeting its
fiduciary duties with respect to proxy voting.
Some observers have argued that the fiduciary protection that
an institutional investor should receive from following the voting
recommendations of another institutional investor that had taken a
careful and diligent approach to proxy voting should, if anything,
be superior to that received from following the advice of a proxy
advisor – if for no other reason than that the other institution’s
voting would be based on having an actual financial stake in the
voting outcomes. It is believed that this issue has never been
litigated and that the SEC has not offered any guidance on it.
The issue is important, however, because it has the potential to
diminish the influence of proxy advisory services by allowing
investors to readily meet their fiduciary obligations for proxy
voting in a cost-effective manner without hiring a proxy
advisory firm.
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C. Mechanisms to Promote Greater Participation in
Proxy Voting by Retail Investors
Another potential way to bring greater competition to the proxy
voting market involves the promotion of higher participation rates
and better informed voting by retail investors. This issue has
received increasing attention over the last two years for several
reasons. First, there has been a noticeable falloff in the already
low historical level of proxy voting by retail investors in recent
years due to changes in how issuers are allowed to disseminate
proxy information. At the same time, however, certain
technological and infrastructure developments are underway that
have the potential to greatly facilitate the ability of retail investors
to utilize what has been termed “client-directed voting.”
Proxy voting by retail investors has historically been at a much
lower participation rate than that for institutional investors, many
of which have a fiduciary obligation to vote. A number of
academics have suggested that this low voting participation is a
rationale response by retail investors to their limited information
and impact on voting results. Stephen Bainbridge, a law professor
at the UCLA School of Law, has noted:
Given the length and complexity of corporate disclosure
documents, especially in a proxy contest where the
shareholder is receiving multiple communications from the
contending parties, the opportunity cost entailed in
becoming informed before voting is quite high and very
apparent. In addition, most shareholders’ holdings are too
small to have any significant effect on the vote’s outcome.
Accordingly, shareholders can be expected to assign a
relatively low value to the expected benefits of careful
consideration. Shareholders are thus rationally apathetic.
For the average shareholder, the necessary investment of
time and effort in making informed voting decisions simply
is not worthwhile.214

According to data provided by Broadridge Financial Services,
among retail investor accounts in 2009, 17 percent of Objecting
Beneficial Owner (OBO) accounts voted (representing 34 percent
of shares held by these accounts) while 15 percent of NonObjecting Beneficial Owner (NOBO) accounts voted (representing
25 percent of shares held in these accounts.)215 This contrasts with
institutional voting rates that typically exceed 90 percent. The lack
of voting participation by retail investors (or by brokers on their
behalf) is important to corporate issuers and to voting results
because retail investors have traditionally cast their votes
disproportionately in support of management on shareholder
voting matters when compared to major institutional investors.
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The Impact of E-Proxy on Retail Voting Participation.

Retail voting participation has fallen sharply in recent years at least
in part due to new regulations adopted by the SEC permitting the
electronic delivery of proxy materials, including through a “notice
and access” process that allows issuers to send shareholders only a
notice describing the availability of proxy materials on the Internet.
The SEC adopted these “e-proxy” rules in 2007 and they were first
utilized by a significant number of companies in 2008. By the
2010 proxy season, more than 1,500 companies were utilizing
“notice and access” proxy delivery.216
While the new rules led to large documented savings in proxy
distribution costs for companies, they also brought a dramatic
decline in retail investor voting at accounts who received the
notice-only proxy delivery option. John White, former Director of
the SEC’s Division of Corporate Finance, noted in August 2008
that during the 2008 proxy season, the 653 issuers who used the
“notice and access” process experienced a 73 percent drop in the
number of retail accounts voting and a 52 percent drop in retail
shares voted.217
More recent data provided by Broadridge shows that for the
11-month period from July 1, 2008 through May 31, 2009, among
issuers who used a “mixed-option” method – using “notice and
access” delivery for some retail accounts and “full-set” delivery for
others – the percentage of retail accounts that voted when receiving
notice-only was only 4.1 percent, compared with 21.4 percent for
retail accounts that received “full-set” delivery of proxy
materials.218 The drop in the actual percentage of retail shares
voted was less, with 13.5 percent of shares voted by notice-only
retail investors versus 28.6 percent during the same period by
“full-set” investors – meaning that the retail investors with the
largest holdings under either delivery option were more likely to
vote.
The SEC has indicated concern about the drop in retail voting
and, in March 2010, it adopted amendments to its rules regarding
the Internet availability of proxy materials. The new rules are
designed to provide additional flexibility to issuers regarding the
format of shareholder notices and to allow issuers to include
explanatory materials in shareholder communications under the
“notice and access” delivery system.219 The Commission also
expanded its Office of Investor Education and Advocacy and
greatly expanded the portion of its Investor.gov website dedicated
to providing information related to proxy voting with an eye
toward making it easier for retail investors to understand how to
vote.
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Initiatives to Promote Client-Directed Voting. At the same

time that SEC rules for e-proxy were curtailing voting by retail
investors, other developments were occurring aimed at restoring
the voting power of retail investors. Perhaps the most prominent of
these was a campaign to get the SEC to approve and to facilitate
the development of client-directed voting, or CDV.
The term “client-directed voting” is generally attributed to
Stephen P. Norman, Corporate Secretary at American Express
Company, who proposed it as a way to bolster retail voting
participation in the wake of the NYSE’s 2006 decision to propose
the elimination of discretionary broker voting in director elections.
In December 2006, Norman made a presentation advocating CDV
at a conference. His proposal called for allowing retail investors to
inform brokers of their predetermined proxy voting instructions,
which the brokers would then execute in cases where the investor
did not return a proxy vote. These voting instructions would be set
at the time of the original agreement between the broker and the
investor, but the investor would retain the right to change or
override the pre-determined instruction. Norman’s CDV proposal
would allow, but not require, an investor to provide an instruction
to their broker to vote in a limited number of ways, including:
•

vote in accordance with the board’s recommendation;

•

vote against the board’s recommendation;

•

abstain from voting; or

•

vote proportionately with the broker’s instructed votes from
other retail investors on the same issue.220

This concept of CDV was quickly endorsed by the Society of
Corporate Secretaries & Governance Professionals, who said in a
comment letter to the NYSE that it would “encourage reengagement of that segment of retail owners who are currently not
voting, or rarely voting” and “provide privacy for those investors
who seek it, while ensuring a fair vote, the certainty of a quorum,
and the satisfactory conclusion of business at annual meetings.”221
At the same time, however, critics of the limited set of voting
options under this version of CDV proposed a more expansive
view of how it should work. “It is possible to conceive of a much
more robust model for CDV in which retail investors would have
access to a variety of meaningful choices for directed voting,”
wrote John Wilcox, Chairman of Sodali and an independent
consultant on corporate governance to TIAA-CREF. “To be
meaningful, CDV should provide [beneficial owners] an array of
voting analyses and choices from different types of institutional
investors and other groups, including public pension funds,
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environmental and social investors, long term centrists such as
TIAA-CREF, labor unions, advocacy investors, etc.,” Wilcox
said.222 Moreover, in the absence of greater voting options,
customization and accountability mechanisms, Wilcox said, CDV
could be criticized as a “‘dumbing-down’ exercise or a thinly
disguised alternative to broker discretionary voting, which is no
longer permitted.”223
Similar objections to a narrow interpretation of CDV have been
voiced by Mark Latham and James McRitchie. Latham, a founder
of votermedia.org, has championed the idea that individual
investors could raise both their voting participation and the quality
of their decisions by using the Internet to copy the voting decisions
of institutional investors or professional proxy advisors. He has
also advocated a system where issuers would be required to make
funds available to professional proxy advisors, who were chosen
by shareholders, to make their voting recommendations available
to all shareholders.224 McRitchie, the publisher of an on-line
corporate governance website, calls for “open CDV systems” that
would allow shareholders “to informally build individualized
proxy voting policies, much like formal policies maintained by
institutional investors.”225 Many third-party voting platforms or
“feeds” could be created around specific issues of interest to retail
investors, who could choose to follow voting advice based on their
specific policy concerns or their affiliation with various “brands”
that were consistent with their own values.
Early on-line versions of affinity-based CDV voting tools and
information that allow investors to piggy-back on the vote
recommendations and knowledge of others are already in
operation. Two examples of these systems are MoxyVote and
ProxyDemocracy. MoxyVote is a free website that allows
investors to see upcoming annual meeting ballots and the intended
votes of a variety of different advocacy and investor groups. The
site is an affiliate of TFS Capital, a registered investment advisor
with more than $1 billion in hedge fund and mutual fund assets
under management.226 ProxyDemocracy is a non-profit,
foundation-supported organization that provides free on-line tools
and information that allow investors to see how institutional
investors that publicize their voting intentions in advance of
meetings intend to vote. It also provides a ranking system
designed to track the extent to which mutual fund families support
activist positions in their proxy voting patterns.227
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The SEC has indicated that it is studying CDV – which it has
re-labeled “advance voting instructions” – as part of its review of
the U.S. proxy system. Client-directed voting and similar
developments aimed at retail investors have the potential to lessen
the overall influence of proxy advisory firms, both by diluting the
present disproportionate impact of institutional proxy votes and by
making it easier for entities to provide voting policies or
recommendations that could be readily and widely utilized by
others. At the same time, however, the CDV model, if
implemented in certain ways, could potentially increase the
influence of proxy advisors. This could be the case, for instance, if
the voting recommendations of existing proxy advisory firms
became the most prominent or widely used voting options for retail
investors on CDV voting sites.
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IX. The Center On Executive
Compensation’s Recommendations
for Reform of the Proxy Advisory
Industry
The Center On Executive Compensation believes that the most
effective approach for mitigating and addressing the issues
surrounding conflicts of interest, lack of transparency, inaccuracies
in reporting and lack of competition in the industry will require a
series of regulatory and market reforms. On the regulatory side,
the Center recommends the following reforms:
1. Ban on Worst Form of Conflicts. The most serious issue
facing the proxy advisory firm industry is at the largest proxy
advisory firm, ISS, which provides consulting services to
corporate issuers while simultaneously providing
“independent” analyses to institutional investors on those same
companies. This approach creates a vicious cycle in which
companies may feel an obligation to patronize ISS for its
consulting services in order to obtain favorable proxy voting
recommendations on their proposals.
The Center believes that it would be impossible for a proxy
advisory firm to provide both of these services and still meet
their fiduciary obligations to the institutional investors. For
this reason, the SEC should ban proxy advisory firms, or their
affiliates, from providing advisory services to institutional
investors, while at the same time providing consulting services
to corporate issuers on the matters of proxy votes. Until the
change is effective, the SEC should mandate disclosure of the
fees paid and services obtained from proxy advisors in the
proxy statement, similar to the disclosures currently required
for compensation consultants.
2. Full Disclosure of Other Conflicts. The SEC should
mandate disclosures designed to make the financial
relationships that underpin the most controversial aspects of the
proxy advisory industry transparent to investors. Specifically,
the Center recommends that the SEC should require proxy
advisory firms to disclose, in any report containing voting
recommendations about a specific issuer, whether the firm has
received consulting fees from either the issuer, or the
proponent of a shareholder resolution on the ballot at that
issuer, in the previous year and the amount of those fees. This
disclosure should be located where it is easily assessable to any
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investor who is relying on the recommendation in the report.
This should be in tabular format to allow ease in identifying
potential conflicts of interest.
3. Disclosure of Methodologies Behind Voting
Recommendations. The SEC should mandate that proxy
advisory firms disclose the analytic processes, methodologies
and models utilized to derive their voting recommendations.
For instance, proxy advisory firms that utilize pay-forperformance compensation models to determine
recommendations on compensation plans or advisory say on
pay votes should be required to publicly disclose all inputs,
formulas, weightings and methodologies used in these models.
Such disclosure would allow issuers and investors to
effectively assess the merits and weaknesses of such models
and to provide feedback to proxy advisory firms on these
models.
4. Clarification of Fiduciary Duties of Institutional Investors
and Plan Sponsors. The SEC should provide additional
guidance to investment advisers and plan sponsors making it
clear that their fiduciary obligations to vote proxies in the
interests of investors require diligent monitoring of the
conflicts, practices and competence of third-party proxy
advisors. The mere act of hiring a proxy advisor should not be
sufficient to allow institutions to meet their fiduciary
obligations. Moreover, these obligations should be vigorously
enforced to provide a true incentive for institutions to take
seriously their role in monitoring and influencing proxy
advisory firm behaviors and policies.
5. Implement SEC Monitoring of Proxy Firm
Recommendations The SEC should implement periodic
reviews of proxy firm research reports to check for accurately
and completeness, much the way the SEC currently does for
company filings. SEC review would be an effective means to
educate proxy advisors regarding the SEC’s expectations
regarding the proxy firms’ exercise of due care in issuing
reports. It would also help educate the SEC as to the role
proxy advisory firms play in the proxy process.
In addition to recommending these regulatory reforms, the
Center believes that private sector corporations and institutions
should support measures designed to bring additional competition
into the proxy advisory industry and to promote greater voting
participation by retail investors.
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